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Fire damages Keene Hall 
By Phil Bowling 
New. Editor 
An early morning fire Wednes- 
day in Keene Hall which damag- 
ed the entire sixth floor has 
displaced at least 27 students. 
Two entire rooms were 
destroyed and smoke and water 
damage was evident throughout 
-the sixth floor. Additional 
damage was done on the fifth and 
seventh floors. 
No official estimate of the 
damage to the dorm had been 
made at press time Wednesday. 
At 3:38 a.m. Wednesday, the 
Richmond Fire Department 
responded to a fire on the sixth 
floor of Keene Hall. Upon arrival, 
the 616 hall residents were being 
evacuated. 
In the confusion of the blaze, 
two residents from the 16th floor 
were trapped in a stairwell. 
Dereck Allen and Michael Carter 
had made their way down to the 
11th floor and could not go 
further. 
They were unable to see 
because of the smoke and Allen 
managed to break out a hallway 
window. Both students were able 
to get firefighters' attention by 
yelling from the window. 
Allen said he suffers from 
asthma and could not get his 
breath. "At that time, I didn't 
think I was going to get out 
alive," he said. 
According to Richmond Fire 
Chief William Lane, the fire 
department had approximately 
50 men on the scene. Allen and 
Carter were treated on the scene 
for minor smoke inhalation. 
Due to an extreme amount ot 
smoke inhalation, firefighter 
Greg Schwab was taken to Pat- 
tie A. Clay Hospital where he 
was given oxygen and released. 
According to the report filed 
with public safety, Kent Terry 
reported the fire originated from 
an extension cord leading from a 
computer printer in Room 616. 
A   computer,   printer   and 
Public Information photo 
This room in Keene Hall was gutted by fire early Wednesday morning. 
microwave had been plugged in- 
to the extension cord. According 
to the report, the extension cord 
had been made by Terry's father, 
an electrician. 
Terry's roommate, Robert 
Curtsinger awoke to discover the 
fire. Curtsinger immediately 
woke Terry and the fire alarm 
was pulled. 
A continuing investigation will 
be conducted by Larry 
Westbrook, safety coordinator of 
the Division of Public Safety. No 
further investigation will be con- 
ducted by the fire department. 
"We are 99 percent sure that 
what we have been told is what 
happened," said Lane. 
All objects in the room were 
destroyed by the flames. The on- 
ly visible remains of the two-inch 
thick wooden room door were the 
hinges. 
According to Lane, the solid 
wooden doors are two-hour fire 
doors. These doors are supposed 
to hold heat and flames inside a 
room. 
"The people in the rooms in- 
volved did not remember 
whether they had shut their 
doors or not," said Lane. "It 
looked as if they had.'^ 
"By the time we got to it, it 
had spread across the hall," said 
Lane. "The entire dorm is made 
of concrete but the heat con- 
ducted and spread on the ceiling 
tile." 
The fire rapidly spread to 
Room 610 across the hall. Accor- 
ding to the report, it took the fire 
department longer to gain access 
to the area of the fire due to ex- 
cessive smoke and heat. 
Room 610, which was occupied 
by Richard Benningfield and 
Scott Taylor, was also destroyed 
by the fire, said Lane. 
The remainder of the floor was 
exposed to a large amount of 
smoke, water and heat damage. 
As a result of the fire, floor 
residents were placed in rooms 
throughout the hall 
Kurt   Seybold,   director   of 
Keene Hall, said his hall staff 
helped hold everything together. 
So far, these guys nave been 
working since 3:30 a.m.; I forced 
them all to get about one hour's 
sleep," he said 
Most of the Keene Hall staff 
voluntarily missed classes in 
order to get the hall ready for 
residents again, Seybold said. 
"I think whenever we have 
another fire alarm, we'll be all 
feet." 
The normal capacity for a floor 
^Jn Keene is 44 residents. 
Howeyejyfhe floor was only oc- 
cupiecTby 27 residents. 
Residents of the hall were 
evacuated at 3:38 a.m. and were 
given shelter in other male halls 
and in the Powell Building lobby. 
Firefighters remained on the 
scene until 7 a.m. 
In an effort to aid students. 
Food Services has set up a credit 
system for victims, allowing 
them to eat and pay at a later 
date. 
Students were kept outside the 
hall until late afternoon. Accor- 
ding to Ron Harrell. director of 
Public Information, the delay in- 
volved clean-up and repairs to 
the elevators. 
Funderburk 
announces 
replacement 
Figures 
By Amy Wolf ford 
Managing editor 
Students may say they spend all 
their money on entertainment, but 
statistics show university students 
spend most of their money on tui- 
tion and meals. 
A Student Financial Aid survey 
estimates single in-state students 
spend approximately 13,820 during 
the nine-month school year and out 
of-state students spend about 
$5,690. 
The tabulations come from the ex- 
penses whir n are set by the univer- 
sity, such as housing and tuition, 
and a survey taken about five years 
ago. 
The office divided students' 
budgets into the categories of tui- 
tion and fees, books and supplies, 
housing, meals, transportation and 
miscellaneous. 
After a student has paid tuition, 
books and housing, a budget 
averaging S53 is available each 
week. 
"The student budget is all- 
inclusive. Most students can use 
these actual figures," said Herb 
Vescio. director of Student Finan- 
cial Aid. 
budget trends 
This is the first part of a two-part 
series dealing with expenditures of 
the university' community. This 
week's story looks at student spen- 
ding. Next week university expen- 
ditures are examined. 
A _ survey on finances is 
distributed to students in English 
classes every three to four years and 
adjusted for inflation, he said. 
"We know the at-cost prices of 
dorms and meal plans, at least for 
those who live on campus," he said. 
Vescio said the variables lie in the 
price of books, supplies, transporta- 
tion and miscellaneous 
expenditures. 
Tuition and the student activity 
fee for the 1985-86 school year was 
S954, or 25 percent of the estimated 
%idget, for in-state students. Out- 
of-state students paid 12,724. or 48 
pei cent of the estimated budget. 
The only other difference in 
money spent during the school year 
was in transportation. In-state 
students spend around SI00 each 
year, as compared to the $200 out- 
of-state students pay. 
A brochure published by the 
financial aid office and given to in- 
coming students stated the amount 
budgeted is to allow for two trips 
home per semester. 
"It is a student's own choice if he 
or she elects to go home more than 
twice a semester, "-JM pamphlet 
states. "Wedo not consider that ex- 
pense in the average budget." 
It also states students do not 
need a vehicle on campus because all 
classes are within walking distance. 
The financial aid office survey in- 
dicated students spend approx- 
imately $230 each academic year on 
books and supplies. This accounts 
for 6 percent of the in-state students 
budget and 4 percent for those from 
other states. 
The current housing fee is $846 a 
year for on-campua students. 
The $1,190 meal budget is based 
on university food service meal 
plans. The average student spends 
$33 per week on food, the pamphlet 
states. 
Meals encompassed 31 percent of 
the Kentucky students' total year- 
ly budget. Students from outside 
the commonwealth spend 24 percent 
of their school dollar on meals. 
Both in-and out-of-state students 
average $600 each year in 
miscellaneous spending. This 
category includes personal items, 
laundry, recreation, medical, dental, 
special course fees and other 
expenses. 
The study eJso determined the 
spending habits of graduate and 
married students. 
Graduate students paid an in- 
state tuition rate of $1,042 this year. 
(See STUDENT. Page 15) 
Schwendeman 
By Alan 
Editor) 
Dr. Joseph R. 
Schwendeman 
has been named 
vice president of 
Administrative 
Affairs, effective 
Wednesday. 
Schwendeman, 
55, presently vice 
president for 
Academic 
Planning and Development, will 
replace Dr. William Sexton who has 
retired. 
Schwendeman was chosen from 
three finalists submitted by a com- 
mittee formed to search for a 
replacement for Sexton. 
"Dr. Schwendeman is a 
distinguished educator and ad- 
ministrator with an outstanding 
record of service to EKU. He brings 
to the position experience, profes- 
sionalism and an understanding and 
appreciation for the role of academic 
support units on a major college 
campus," said university President 
Dr. H. Hardy Funderburk in a 
prepared statement. 
"I am confident he wil provide ef- 
fective leadership in his new role at 
Eastern," Funderburk said. 
Schwendeman was unavailable 
for comment. 
Schwendeman held teaching and 
administrative positions at the 
University of North Dakota and In- 
diana University prior to joining the 
university's faculty in 1966. 
He has served as professor and 
chairman of the Department of 
Geography and Geology and dean of 
the Office of Undergraduate 
Studies. 
Schwendeman holds 
undergraduate and graduate 
degrees in geography and geology 
from the University of Kentucky 
and a doctorate from Indiana 
University. 
Earlier this month the committee 
narrowed its search to three ad- 
ministrators. Dr. Hay ward M. 
"Skip" Daugherty, director of Stu- 
dent Activities and Organizations, 
Dr. Joseph Masterson, an industrial 
education and technology professor 
and Schwendeman were recom- 
mended to Funderburk by the 
search committee. 
Sexton's retirement was announc- 
ed at the Nov. 9 Board of Regents 
meeting. It will take effect June 30, 
although Sexton has been on ter- 
minal leave since Jan. 31. 
Funderburk also announced that 
Dr. Russel Enzie, dean of the Col- 
lege of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, will serve as acting 
associate vice president for 
Academic Planning and Develop- 
ment in addition to his duties as 
dean of social and behavioral 
sciences. 
Enzie will participate in an 
ongoing study of the university's 
academic organizational structure. 
The study is designed to improve 
program efficiency and effec- 
tiveness and to insure that decisions 
are made at the lowest possible 
level, Funderburk said. 
Part of that study may include 
the realignment of positions within 
the academic affairs area, Funder- 
burk said. 
He said there are no definite plans 
to keep or eliminate the position of 
vice president of Academic Plann- 
ing and Development. 
Enzie said he will remain in his 
current position while working with 
Academic Planning and 
Development. 
"I'll just be trying to carry on pro- 
jects he (Schwendeman) and the 
Council of Deans have been working 
on," Enzie said. Enzie is already a 
member of the council. 
Enzie came to the university in 
1974 as professor and chairman of 
the Department of Psychology. In 
1977 he was named dean of the Col- 
lege of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. 
Only Daugherty was able to be 
reached for comment on the selec- 
tion. Masterson was unavailable for 
comment. 
"Naturally I was disappointed I 
didn't get the job," Daugherty said. 
However, Daugherty said he was 
satisfied with the way the search 
was handled. 
"The whole process was first- 
class," Daugherty said. 
Periscope    2£ 
Want to learn how to work a 
wok? A special Chinese cook- 
ing class can help. See Keith 
Howard's story on Page 5. 
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Police beat 4 
Females report attacks 
By Amy Wolf ford 
Managing editor 
Two females students have 
allegedly been attacked by males on 
campus within the past nine days. 
These incidents bring the total 
number of similar assaults this 
academic year to nine. 
One female reported she had been 
attacked on Feb. 23 in Miller Hall 
when an unidentified black male 
entered her room. 
The other coed stated she was at- 
tacked on Feb. 18 by a black male 
Hood Field. 
Wynn Walker, assistant director 
of public safety, said these reports 
of assaults had similar methods of 
operation when compared to past at- 
tacks, but no definite connections 
had been found between the nine 
cases. 
There are no suspects at this time, 
but composite pictures have been 
drawn, ne said. 
Both men were described as being 
6 feet tall and 200 pounds in weight. 
The men were in their early 20s. The 
individual who attacked the female 
in Miller Hall was reportedly 
intoxicated. 
"We've had more reports this 
year than last of this type" of 
assault on women. Walker said. 
None of the reports have resulted 
in an arrest 
One coed stated to police a male 
entered her Miller Hall room at ap- 
proximately 4 a.m. on Feb. 23. He 
placed his hand over her mouth and 
eyes and broke a light bulb in the 
room. 
The suspect told her he was look- 
ing for someone and to be calm. He 
then said they should get to know 
each other better and began rubbing 
her back, the report states. 
The coed said it would be better 
if he removed his coat. As he took 
it off, she ran away. He then left and 
ran out of the hall. 
The male left a black scarf in the 
room. 
In the other alleged assault case, 
the female stated she was walking 
back from the Begley Building 
toward Dupree Hall when the male 
approached her on Kit Carson Drive 
across from Hood Field. 
The male grabbed her shoulder 
and asked her where she was going. 
At that time, he shoved her against 
the fence and said, "No you aren't," 
the report states. 
She began to cry. The suspect 
freed her and ran away, according 
to the report. 
No personal injuries were sustain- 
ed by the female. 
The Division of Public Safety is 
trying to patrol more heavily and 
check that the windows and doors 
are secure, said Walker. 
> 
Reading steps 
Bertha Swango reads stories to her children Tasha, 3, and Dene, 5, and to Matt Sither, 3, m 
front of the Swango residence in Brockton. Swango's husband, Garry, is a student. 
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New housing 
benefits from 
early planning 
The university seems to be 
keeping a good thing going. 
Martin Hall, the dorm chosen 
to begin the university's 
so-called leap into co-ed housing, 
has taken the first steps toward 
the new living arrangement by 
letting resident assistants get 
Used to the idea of working in 
the dorm. 
Martin Hall has also begun its 
"check into Martin Hall" cam- 
paign, a drive to get students in- 
terested in the newest arrange- 
ment in university housing. 
Posters have gone up across 
campus letting students know 
there is alternative housing 
available. 
What is notable about these 
programs is the encouragement. 
We see this as an encouraging 
step in the right direction for the 
university. 
The university passed the 
Residence Hall Association's 
proposal for the housing plan 
last semester. Our Board of 
Regents, the all-knowing and 
well-informed group that they 
are, passed the proposal with 
few stipulations. 
All it will take for a student to 
get into Martin Hall will be 
sophomore status and a 2.0 or 
above grade point average. 
Also, the student must not be 
on Undated suspension at the 
time of application or at any 
time during occupancy. 
Make no mistake about it. We 
still believe the housing arrange- 
ment in Martin Hall is no more 
closer to co-ed housing than 
Keen Hall is to Telford Hall. 
But it is better than nothing. 
It is a start. And it sends signals 
to other state universities and 
prospective students that the 
university will not always lag 
behind in what is acceptable and 
what is not. 
In a time of dropping enroll- 
ment, our state universities 
need every advantage in 
attracting students. 
Perhaps the university will 
surprise us all and use the new 
housing arrangement as a 
recruitment tool. 
We would like to see it adver- 
tised in the literature the univer- 
sity sends out to recruit 
students. 
Instead of sweeping Martin 
Hal] under the rug for no one to 
see, the university has decided 
to make the most of the situa- 
tion by planning ahead. 
In preparation for their work, 
newly elected staff members 
have been taking part in an RA 
exchange program in the dorm. 
KAs and staff assistants are 
working in the dorm one hour a 
week to get acquainted with 
Martin Hall facilities. 
We are also pleased to see that 
the dorm chosen to house the 
new living arrangement also 
houses a responsible dorm direc- 
tor ready to accept the 
challenge. 
Nancy Ward has been a key 
element in seeing that the 
university'8 first steps out of 
the dark ages are steady and in 
the right direction. 
We would like to challenge 
Martin Hall and its staff. We 
would like to see the dorm ex- 
periment next spring semester 
with an alternating floor 
arrangement. 
Perhaps take a couple of floors 
in one of the wings, put women 
on one floor and men on the 
other and see what happens. 
We would also like to 
challenge the dorm to make this 
new living arrangement the 
most successful move ever in 
campus living at the university. 
Co-ed housing 
OK in Brockton 
Perspective 
Class brings rude awakening 
The radio alarm sang its morning 
tune bright and early today. Clark 
always tuned into the heavy metal 
rock  n roll station late at night so 
he would be jarred into waking up 
at 6:30 a.m. every other morning. 
This morning was no different 
from any other Tuesday, Thursday 
or every other Friday, dark smack- 
ed the heck out of the clock's snooze 
alarm so he could get another 10 
minutes of shut-eye. 
It was now 6:40 a.m. and Clark 
had not risen. The snooze alarm got 
another swift slap across its top. 
Clark slept for another 10 
minutes. 
Clark's roommates had enough. 
"Will you wake the ** * * up?" 
the roommates shouted in unison. 
Upon the third rude awakening. 
Clark figured it would be best to 
reset to alarm for 7:20, and slept for 
another half hour. 
"Can I get dressed, drive to school 
and make it to class in 40 minutes?" 
He knew he had done it before. 
A shower was out. Clark always 
took one the night before for this 
reason. 
Time was running out. He brush- 
ed his hair and teeth, put on the 
'Off the record' 
Amy Wolfford 
clean underwear he had purchased 
the night before and and went on his 
merry way. 
At approximately 7:47 a.m. Clark 
wanned up his red sports car. It was 
a 2-mile drive that took about 7 
minutes in morning rush hour 
traffic. 
Clark wandered why it was so 
easy to get up and watch Saturday 
morning cartoons, and yet, so dif- 
ficult to get up and go to class. 
"If my instructor only had 
Scoobv Doo's laugh." Clark said to 
It was 7:66 a.m. when the red car 
barreled into Alumni Coliseum 
Parking Lot The vehicle parked in 
its usual spot next to Keene Hall. 
The class was across campus. 
Clark, as usual, entered the 
classroom two minutes late. 
Luckily, Clark's last name was 
Youngster, and the teacher had not 
yet called his name. 
The teacher soon learned to play 
Clark's gams. He began to call off 
names at the end of the class roll. 
Five minutes into class, Clark's 
tired eyes began to roll shut. The 
lecture on newspaper layout was in- 
teresting, of course, but after two 
hours of deep and four interrup- 
tions, he needed more time in bed. 
No one in the class answered any 
of the discussion questions. They 
were all asleep, too. The teacher 
began bringing coffee to class. It did 
not work; Clark hated coffee. 
He began to drift back into sleep 
and remember things from his past. 
First, he remembered the 7:30 
a.m. summmer school class he took 
at another university. He was glad 
classes did not start any earlier here. 
Next, he thought of his sister 
Clara, who in her three years at the 
university, had not had one class 
before 10:30 a.m. 
Clark wondered why George Jet- 
son named his son Elroy. 
He remembered some things his 
roommate did last weekend, and 
thought of ways to pay him back 
later. 
"Clark, would you mind explain- 
ing your answer to question No. 27" 
the teacher questioned Clark's rep- 
ly was slow and incorrect. 
The hour hand slowly revolved 
around the clock. During this time 
frame, the tear her told the class how 
to else a photo, edit copy, layout 
pagee, write catchy headlines, spell 
words, place commas correctly, ab- 
breviate the names of states and 
gave a quiz on current events. What 
*sa, 1 proceeded to pat himself on 
the back for staying awake so long. 
If it were only two hours later, 
Clark would have remembered it. 
He somehow woke up at the end 
of the hour. "See you all bright and 
early tomorrow morning. It is a 
Tuesday-Thursday-Friday week, 
you know," the teacher said A faint 
sigh was uttered from the mouths 
of the five students who made it to 
class. 
Clark knew he would have to call 
his instructor collect for Friday's 
assignment. 
Friends of Clark reminded him 
that 8 a.m. classes would prepare 
him for the "real world." Clark knew 
he should have been a fry cook at 
the local pancake house. 
As if the new housing arrange- 
ment in Martin Hall wasn't 
enough, the Council on Student 
Affairs is reviewing the 
Residence Hall Association's 
Brockton Singles Apartments 
resolution. 
The resolution states there is 
space available in women's halls 
and triple occupancy in men's 
dorms. 
The policy currently states 
that women who reside in 
Brockton must be 21 years old 
prior to the beginning of the fall 
semester. 
The proposal states the ratio 
of apartment distribution will be 
40 percent men to 60 percent 
women, the present ratio of 
males and females on campus. 
There are 180 spaces available 
in Brockton for single residents. 
We would like to see the coun- 
cil give this resolution the 
thumbs up. 
It is a fact there is more hous- 
ing dormitory housing available 
for women than men. In fact, 
the university felt there was so 
much room available for women 
students that it decided now 
was the time to dose down Case 
Hall for repairs. 
We will make it clear, 
however, that we do not think 
the university's policy against 
men living in the Brockton 
Singles Apartments is 
'discriminatory. 
At one tine in the university's 
history, there was a need for 
more housing for women. In- 
stead of constructing new dor- 
mitories, the overflow was chan- 
neled to Brockton. 
But now the tables have turn- 
ed and it is time for the univer- 
sity to offer male students the 
same chance of escaping crowd- 
ed dorm rooms that it offered 
female students. 
We'll even go one step further 
and challenge RHA to put for- 
ward some legislation that 
would allow the Brockton apart- 
ments co-ed arrangements. 
Students would sign up in ad- 
vance as usual, pay the regular 
fee as usual, accept the respon- 
sibility of living in the apart- 
ments as usual, except the oc- 
cupants in a single apartment 
might be of opposite sex. 
We see no better place than 
the Brockton apartments to ex- 
periment with true co-ed living. 
In apartments, the c ~ 
mosphere  affects   only 
within the apartment. 
The encounters with the c\_ 
poaite sex the students would 
have would be limited to their 
roommates 
Whereas in a floor-by - floor co- 
ed arrangement in a dorm, not 
everyone will know everyone. 
If the university is on a roll 
with progessive campus living, 
let's keep it going. 
Disease deserves compassion 
ByPassLogee 
We call it AIDS. It is Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 
More than 16.000 Americans suffer 
from this disease of the 1980s. 
Many more live in fear of the pain- 
ful and inevitable death it brings. 
The World Health Organization 
has deternuned that AIDS is not 
passed from person to person by 
casual contact. Nearly three-fourths 
of AIDS victims are homosexual or 
bisexual. Most others are either 
drug abusers or hemophiliacs who 
have been given contaminated blood 
products. 
There are people who feel that it 
is irrational to fear people with 
AIDS. Why is it so different from 
heart disease or diabetes? They 
can't be contracted from casual con- 
tact either. We send our children to 
school with others who have 
diabetes or epilepsy, but we refuse 
to allow a child with AIDS into the 
classroom. 
A  14-year-old boy was banned 
from the classroom in Kokomo, Ind 
was readmitted, only to be bann- 
social interaction with other 
students, which is an important fac- 
tor in a chad's emotional and men- 
tal development. 
I don't thkik we have the right or 
the need to keep children with AIDS 
out of schools or other public 
facilities. They have a right to be 
there, as long as there is no danger 
of infecting other students. The 
children can't help it because they 
have AIDS They didn't ask for it. 
that's for sure. 
Corrections 
We wouldn't have the problem of 
other children being afraid and 
shunning the child with AIDS if the 
parents and the public didn't have 
the same reaction. We need to teach 
our  children  that   AIDS  is  not 
something they want, but also that 
it is not something to be afraid of. 
We shouldn't be afraid of children 
with AIDS. It is the irresponsible 
carriers of aids that we should fear, 
those who do not care if they spread 
the disease or not. 
To report a news or story    To place an ad: 
readmission to school, he 
to keep up with his 
school work by watching classes on 
a television monitor and now he will 
have to return this. 
Many people felt that the boy 
should be kept away from other 
children because they were afraid 
for their own child. 
Some school officials feel that 
students who are kept at home 
because they have A IDS suffer even 
though they are given individual at- 
tention. What they don't have is 
In a story last week m Arts and 
Entertainment. Paige William's 
name was mispelled      sv^ 
In a story in the Feb. 6 issue of 
the Progress on a Richmond 
Tourism video project, the money a 
community can earn through the 
videos should have been 62,600. 
A story last weak on the forensic 
science department incorrectly 
listed course requirements. 
Students begin taking forensic 
science classss their junior year 
upon completion of certain 
abemistry prerequisites. 
In a story last week on AERho, 
one of the organization's activities 
was incorrect. AERho is not involv- 
ed with Tuesday Nite Talent in the 
Powell Grill. Also, the organization 
does not limit its members to broad- 
casting majors. 
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"iryother words 
To the editor: 
Just desserts 
First of al, I would like to com- 
mend your staff writer, Debbie 
Jasper, on a well-written article on 
the Greek Man and Woman Awards 
given at the "Pathways to Ex- 
cellence" Panhellenic/IPC Recogni- 
tion Dessert on February 4. 
I was pleased the Progress 
recognized the significance of these 
awards and assigned a writer to this 
matter. 
However, I am disappointed that 
the Progress did not elaborate on 
the more than 20 other awards that 
were given at the dessert. Nor did 
the Progress mention the fact that 
EKU President H. Hanly Funder- 
burk was the speaker for the 
recognition dessert at which BOO 
greeks, faculty advisors and ad- 
ministrators were present. . 
I realize the Progress has limited 
space to devote to organizational ac- 
tivities, however I feel an event of 
this size and caliber is newsworthy 
and warrants coverage by the cam- 
pus newspaper. 
Although the Progress has 
covered individual greeks and 
chapters in the past, the recognition 
dessert afforded the Progress an op- 
portunity to cover an event in which 
all chapters were involved and 
which the EKU administration 
deemed important. 
I feel that too many times the 
campus and Richmond community 
gets a distorted view that the sole 
purpose of being greek is to party. 
In reality, all greek organizations 
are founded on principles of scholar 
ship,   leadership,   service   and 
sisterhood/brotherhood 
EKU chapters, along with their 
national counterparts, strive to ob- 
tain these goals by participating in 
EKU and community service pro- 
jects, by setting and achieving high 
academic standards and by pro- 
viding leaders in both greek and 
non-greek organizations. % 
At the Panhellenic/IFC dessert, 
achievements in these areas were 
recognized and commended. I only 
wish that the Progress would have 
recognized the significance of all 
these award and the work and 
dedication that each award winner 
demonstrated. 
Personally, I would like to con- 
gratulate each chapter and in- 
dividual who received an award and 
encourage all greeks to strive for 
these awards throughout the up- 
coming year. Perhaps next year the 
Progress will realize that greeks are 
an integral and important part of 
EKU. 
Sheila Smith 
Snow job 
In response to the editorial Thurs- 
day, February 13. "Winter Weather 
Angers Students." 
I resent the fact that whoever 
wrote this article thinks all students 
at EKU wanted classes cancelled 
that day simply to get out of going 
to class. Did you ever stop to 
wonder that students might have a 
good reason to complain? 
I agree that there are students at 
EKU who wanted classes cancelled 
just for the sake of getting out of 
class, but the majority of us just 
didn't want any broken bones. 
Also, a statement was made that 
students getting jobs after gradua- 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
l-etters should be typed and 
double-spaced. They should also 
be no longer than 250 words 
(about one and one half pages). 
The Eastern Progress also 
gives readers an opportunity to 
express more detailed opinions in 
a column called "Your Turn." 
These columns should be in the 
form of an editorial. Those 
interested in writing a "Your 
Turn" should contact the 
newspaper before submitting an 
article. 
Letters should be mailed or 
brought to The Eastern 
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex. 
Eastern Kentucky University. 
40476. 
The deadline for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
on Monday prior to Thursday's 
publication. 
Letters will be used in accor- 
dance with available space. 
The Eastern Progress en- 
courages its readers to write a 
letter to the editor on any topic. 
Letters submitted for 
publication should be addressed 
to the newspaper and must 
contain the author's address and 
telephone number. 
Letters must include the 
author's signature. Carbon 
copies, photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not 
be accepted 
Unsigned letters will not be 
accepted. 
The Eastern Progress routine- 
ly condenses letters before 
publication; however, grammar 
and punctuation will not be 
corrected. 
The Eastern Progress uaes its 
own judgment to determine if a 
letter is libelous or in poor taste, 
and reserves the right to reject 
any letter. 
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COUPONS GOOD THRU SAT , MAR 1 
tion won't be able to call in every 
time it snows, or they would be out 
of a job. 
Most likely, we will go out into 
thisNrig, bad world and cope with 
such things as bad weather, but I 
bet that wherever we work, that 
business wil pay to have its park- 
ing lot cleared off and a path to the 
front door cleared. 
I also feel that someone is against 
commuting students. There are 
commuters other than students - 
faculty, administrators, custodians. 
I think that the University should 
start recognizing that is has a large 
number of commuters. 
I feel that whoever judged or 
weighed the circumstances as to 
whether or not we would have class 
that Monday sure didn't take into 
account State Police road reports or 
the fact that a 15 minute ride to 
campus took 46 minutes to an hour. 
That didn't include digging 
through six inches of snow just to 
get to your car. 
I may be a commuter, but I lived 
on campus for three years, and I 
know what it is like to walk in bad 
weather from a dorm. I feel the on- 
campus students were just aa upset 
with having to walk through snow 
and ice to get to classes as the com- 
muters were. 
In other words, I don't like 
fighting bad weather any more than 
anybody else, but even the State 
Government in Frankfort, with 
commuters from over 10 counties, 
was on a snow plan that Monday. If 
anything, it gave the road crews 
time' to scrape off parking lots and 
sidewalks before employees came 
and  packed  the  snow  into  ice. 
Sounds like a smart idea to me. 
Lynn Adrian 
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Present this coupon and receive 
1/4 lb. hamburger 
79 c 
Hours: 7 a.m.- 5 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. 
Sorry, Closed Sunday 
Coupon expires 3-15-86 
FREE COKE, 
All you gotta do is ask. 
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-^F™^ (Cok 
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Save your quarters for the laundry. Domino's 
Pizza brings back FREE COKES! Save up to 
$2.00 everytime you order! 
Well gtve you 4 Free 12 oz cans ol 
Coke with the purchase of any 16 
inch   Mopping (or more) pizza  Or. 
well give you 2 Free cans of Coke 
wtfh any 12 inch. 1-lopping for more) 
pizza  Just ask1 No coupon 
necessary 
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Elevated entry Pragrm photo/s«an BMM 
Mark Bruechell. a sophomore at the University of Minnesota, discovered there's more than one 
way to enter a vehide. Bruechell, who had locked his keys in his van, was on campus this weekend 
participatrtg in a basketball tournament. 
OT House bill pr 
professional licensing 
ttt 
By Amy Wolf ford 
Managing editor 
A bill prohibiting the practice of 
occupational therapy without a 
license passed the Senate Wednes- 
day by a vote of 30-5. It now awaits 
the governor's approval. 
The bill previously passed the 
House by a 93-3 margin. 
House BUI 41 would also establish 
a Kentucky occupational therapy 
board. 
The university is the only institu- 
tion in the commonwealth which of- 
fers a degree in occupational 
therapy. 
Occupational therapists work to 
habilitate and rehabilitate people 
with physical and emotional pro- 
blems in areas of play, work or 
leisure. 
Rep. Paul Richardson, D- 
Winchester, the primary sponsor of 
the bill, said "I think it's important 
to license a person employed in oc- 
cupational therapy to know that 
they've had training and expertise." 
An occupational therapy board 
would be established to license the 
professional. It would be financed 
by the registration fees occupational 
therapists would pay, he said. 
The bill is also sponsored by Clay 
Crupper. D-Dry Ridge; Louie Mack. 
D-LexingtoK Dolly McNutt, D- 
Paducah; Harry Moberly, D- 
Richmond; and Tommy Todd, 
R-Nancy 
Currently, occupational 
therapists n the commonwealth are 
certified by a national examination, 
but not licensed. 
"The problem is that certification 
doesn't require the training and 
schooling that a license will," 
Richardson said. 
Occupational therapists are 
licensed in 31 states or jurisdictions. 
Shirley Peganoff, president of the 
Kentucky Occupational Therapy 
Association and associate professor 
at the university, said: 'At this 
time, there is no legal recourse for 
a client within the state. 
"This bill provides a legal defini- 
tion for occupational therapists 
within the state. It's a patient- 
protection act," she said. 
Joy Anderson, chairwoman of the 
occupational therapy department, 
said: "If someone were to call 
themself an occupational therapist, 
there is no law making it illegal. 
"Occupational therapists wuT still 
be certified, but the state accepts 
that certification as the qualifying 
exam for licenses," she said. 
Tony Smith, 21, a sophomore oc- 
cupational therapy major from 
Lawrenceburg, said; "I think the 
licensing bill will help improve 
health care for a great many of 
Kentuckiana 
"If the bill is passed, it will insure 
the people of Kentucky that the oc- 
cupational therapists will be of a cer- 
tain standard," he said 
Smith said he hopes to practice 
his profession in eastern Kentucky 
upon graduation. i 
The university's four and one-half 
year program is jointly accredited 
by the Committee on Allied Health 
Education of the American Medical 
Association and the American Oc- 
cupational Therapy Association. 
Grill posts smoking areas 
By Becky Bottoms 
Staff writer 
The university grill and cafeteria 
have joined a nationwide trend and 
designated   smoking  and   non- 
smoking areas. 
"It is typical for restaurants to 
have smoking and non-smoking 
areas like ours." said Larry Martin, 
director of Pood Services. 
Martin said the designated smok- 
ing areas were decided on several 
years ago by the Board of Regents 
at the same time smoking in the 
classrooms was prohibited. 
According to him, half the grill 
and cafeteria is allotted to smokers. 
Martin said the areas are marked 
for students to see, but there is no 
way of enforcing the no-smoking 
rules. 
"We had one complaint from a 
guy about smoke in the cafeteria. 
No one else has said anything to 
me." said Martin. 
Sebrina Lovensheimer, a 20-year- 
old junior from Covington, said she 
doesn't think the no-smoking areas 
are marked well. She also said she 
doesn't feel anyone enforces the 
rules. 
"I'm a smoker and I really don't 
think we need a smoking area. If 
someone is bothered by smoke they 
should be able to ask the person 
smoking to put out the cigarette." 
said Lovensheimer. 
Lovensheimer said she doesn't 
feel smoke in the grill bothers 
anyone. "No one has ever aproach- 
ed me about smoking there," she 
said. 
Larry Baker, an 18-year-old 
freshman from Boone County, said 
smoking in the cafeteria bothers 
him verv much. 
"If someone is smoking near you 
it makes al your food taste like 
smoke. It makes me sick," he said. 
Baker said he also felt the no- 
smoking rules should be enforced to 
a better degree. 
.. "No one can enjoy a meal if smoke 
M being blown in their face," he said. 
Sally Schmaedecke, a 19-year-old 
junior from Edgewood. said she 
wasn't even aware that there were 
sections for smokers until this 
semester. 
"I've been smoking in the non- 
smoking section and I didn't even 
know it." said Schmaedecke. 
She said although the rule doesn't 
seem to be very well enforced, it is 
a good idea. 
"Non-smokers shouldn't have to 
have smoke blown in their face, 
especially while they're eating." said 
Schmaedecke. 
Her only complaint about the non- 
smoking area is that it's not large 
enough. "In many cases there will 
be one smoker in a table of four, so 
they all sit in the smoking section. 
This causes a lack of smoking sec- 
tion tables," she said. 
Julia Roberts, a 20year-old in- 
terior design major from 
Georgetown, said she has recently 
quit smoking. 
Roberts said she could see both 
sides of the problem. "The smoke 
really doesn't bother me as long aa 
it's not being blown directly at me. 
I can understand why it would 
bother others though," she said. 
Belinda Bishop, a 20-year-old 
junior from Paris, said she doesn't 
feel the no-smoking sections are 
effective. 
"I really like the idea of a non- 
smoking area because I'm a smoker 
and I don't want to be a nuisance to 
anyone. I just don't think anyone 
does anything to enforce the 
policy," said Bishop. 
Bishop said she thinks smoking in 
the grill bothers people who aren't 
usually around smokers. "I really 
hope someone starts enforcing the 
policy for their benefit," she said. 
Police beat 
— 
The followiag report* have been filed 
with to* uaiveraity'a Divtakn of Public 
Safety. 
Fob. 14: 
Tom Sowar*/ Richmond. reported the 
smell of smoke from ■ room in the Keith 
Building Neither firefighter* nor electri- 
cians were able to locate the smoke's 
origin. 
Feb. lb 
Mary Beth Duncan, McGregor Hall. 
was cited for possession of marijuana, 
hashish,   methaqualone   and   drug 
paraphernalia. 
SUvaa Dial. Commonwealth Hall, 
reported a large dent in the left quarter 
panel of his vehicle. There are no 
euspecta. 
Feb. 16: 
Joe Walters, Richmond, reported the 
theft of a purse and i te contents belong 
ing to Tracy Teeapletoa, Normal. 111. 
Total value is »80. 
Jessie Deaaaa, Brockton, reported the 
sounding of a fire alarm from her apart- 
ment. The cause of the alarm sounding 
was determined to be an electrical 
problem. 
JIM Bang*. Richmond, reported amok* 
coming from the room of Jill 
Saalta. Telford Hall. The smoke was 
reported to have originated from burn- 
ing incense. 
Lease* Ooff, Banon. was arrested and 
charged with disorderly conduct. 
Feb. 18: 
frier Morgan, Dupree Hall, was ar- 
rested and charged with being drunk in 
a public place. 
Mark Meiahart, Dupree Hall, was ar- 
rested and charged with being drunk in 
a public placa 
Edward Plaster, Lexington, was ar- 
rested and charged with driving under 
the influence of intoxicants and for 
posses si on of marijuana. 
Feb. 20: *»* 
Billy DaaM. Richmond, was cited for 
theft by deception in connection with a 
CJaWaVejSsJalBjg incident. 
Greg   Lariaeor*.   Brewer   Building, 
reported a parked car leaking gas in the 
Commonwealth Lot. The Richmond Fire 
Department sprayed the lot and the car 
was removed 
Gary Coanar. desk worker at Martin 
Hall, reported a window in Room 202 had 
been shot with s BB or pellet gun. There 
are no suspects. 
Feb. 21: 
Christopher Johaoea, Palmar Hall, 
reported a lire on his vehicle had been 
slashed while parked in the VanHoose 
Lot. Total value of damage is 836. 
Kevin Casey, Commonwealth Hall, 
reported two black male* attempting to 
break into a vehicle in Commonwealth 
Lot. The suspects ran and left several 
stolen Items, including a set of speakers 
belonging to Christopher Johaeoa. 
Palmer Hal 
Hpn oble, omjiiis 
presents    . 
the first 
Crust 
and 
Concert 
Giveaway! 
Noble Romans will give away 
FIVE sets of 
tickets to the March 12th 
John Cougar Mellencamp 
concert   \   ° 
^w.tt 
All you have to do is order a pizza! 
Details: 
1. All you do is order food from Noble Romans. 
2. Each pizza box will contain an envelope with either tickets or 
coupons toward your next purchase. 
3. One set of the tickets will be given away over-the-counter at 
Noble Romans downtown when you order pizza, 
sandwiches or pasta. 
4. All tickets will be given away by March 9th. 
5. Watch next week's Progress for names of current winners 
6. Enjoy the concert or your food! 
7. It's that simple. 
CALL AND ORDER 
TODAY! 
623-4573 
Noble Romans 
Downtown 
624-0342 
Noble Romans 
Eastern By-Pass 
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Campus living /*- 
Students, staff gaining in relations race 
By Terri Martin 
Featorea editor 
Black History Month has brought 
many discussions of campus racial 
relation.. 
Michael E3am, director of Minori- 
ty Affairs, said he thinks racial rela- 
tion* at the university are improv- 
ing, but at a snail's pace. 
"I don't see the minority popula- 
tion and the majority population in- 
termingling as I would like to see," 
said Elam. 
Elam said he thinks intermingling 
does occur at the university among 
faculty members, but on a small 
scale. "There aren't many minority 
faculty on campus," said Elam. "I 
don't know what the mining jR n^e 
for the minority faculty Ibelieve 
there is muring going on, but it's not 
on any scale where anybody can see 
it." 
Elam said this lack of intermingl 
ing is especially common among 
university students. 
"There are a few students who 
venture out and try to learn more 
and more about other cultures, but 
on the majority nobody cares," he 
said. 
Elam said one campus group that 
has begun to promote racial inter- 
mingling is the Greek system. 
"Some of the fraternities and 
sororities have already begun to see 
the importance of bringing in all 
types of people," said Elam. 
Elam added that, based on past 
experience, he feels other students 
may follow the examples set by 
sororities and fraternities. 
,'History has dictated that frater- 
nities and sororities are usually the 
leaders on campus and they will 
start trends before the overall cam 
S&  
pus," said Elam. 
He added that he tries to utilize 
the Greek system as much as 
possible. 
"I have been encouraging cross- 
cultural types of programs, especial- 
ly within the Greek sector," said 
Elam "The Greeks haw to be in the 
forefront of change because most of 
the peer groups on campuses look 
up to the Greek organizations and 
the Greeks have a lot of power. 
Whatever the Greeks do, everybody 
else might do. too." 
Elam said be has concentrated on 
getting white and black Greeks to 
co-sponsor programs. "For instance, 
a lot of the white organizations are 
interested in why black Greeks step 
and the history of that." Elam said. 
He encouraged programs where 
black Greeks visited dormitories 
and meetings to explain the 
activity. 
Doug Hartline, president of the 
Interfraternity Council, said 
although racial relations are good 
among university fraternities, there 
is room for improvement. "I don't 
think they're as good as they should 
be," said the junior finance major 
from Tipp City, Ohio. 
Hartline said there is some 
evidence of improvement now. 
"Black representatives are starting 
to be more active on the council." 
said Hartline, a member of the 
Sigma Chi fraternity. "I think 
that's a positive step because it 
creates more interaction." 
Hartline added that some frater- 
nities that have a predominately 
white membership have begun to ac- 
cept students from other races as 
members. Currently, the Beta Theta 
Pi and Sigma Pi fraternities include 
minority students in their 
membership 
Elam said along with Greek pro- 
grams, he also combines his effort's 
with other campus programming 
such a* University Center Board. 
"I am working through the 
already-existing programs. I'm not 
trying to create different programs 
on campus unless there is no pro- 
gram on campus that even 
resembles what I want to do," said 
Elam. "I'm trying to take the 
already-existing programs and just 
filter some blackness into it." 
Elam said along with, social pro- 
gramming, he also has some 
academic plans to increase racial 
awareness. 
" I 'd like to see a black studies pro- 
gram to be started on campus, "said 
Elam. "This class would be open the 
white students and black students. 
It would give white students a 
chance to learn about the black 
culture and give black students a 
chance to learn about their own 
culture." 
"Higher education la about mak- 
ing students well-rounded in- 
dividuals. Not educating an in- 
lual on some element of life is 
to leave a void in their life," 
said 1:1am. 
Elam cautioned that the pro- 
grams generated by his office aren't 
only for minority students. 
"I know this position has been 
created to do programming for 
minority students, faculty and staff, 
but we open up all our programs for 
the university as well as the Rich- 
mond community in hopes that we 
will draw all types of people," said 
Elam. 
Elam added that members of the 
white majority have shown little in- 
terest in Minority Affairs programs. 
"That's what the office is suppos- 
ed to be about,"said Elam. "Were 
Senior presses on for guard 
By Robert Faulkner 
Staff writer   * 
Five weeks ago Charles 
Pendleton was a journalist in 
Honduras. Today he's returned 
to his regular status of college 
student 
Pendleton is s senior majoring 
in public relations from Mt. 
Sterling. 
He is also a specialist four in 
the Kentucky National Guard. 
According to Pendleton. 
members of the National Guard 
are obligated each year to spend 
one weekend a month and two 
consecutive weeks per year in 
training. 
For this year's two-week train- 
ing session, Pendleton was sent 
to South America. He served at 
Fort Clayton in Panama and 
Palmerola Air Base in Honduras 
from Jan. 18 to Feb. 3. 
Pendleton served in the 133rd 
unit of the Public Affairs 
Department. 
Pendleton worked on an exer- 
cise named Costa Abajo in 
Panama and an exercise named 
General Terencia Cierra in Hon- 
duras. The exorcises were two 
road-building projects designed 
to improve transportation for 
natives of South America. 
According to Pendleton, the 
Charles Pendleton 
133rd is a group of 16 men. 10 in 
Panama and five in Honduras, 
responsible for the production of 
hometown news releases. The 
unit also handles photographs, 
news and feature stories, and 
radio and television spots 
concerning military activities. 
The unit also published two 
tabloid publications. 
"The work wasn't easy. I was 
working each day from 9 in the 
morning until 10 at night." 
Pendleton said. "Every military 
person we came in contact with 
resulted in releases to several 
newspapers in the states." 
Pendleton said his background 
in mass communications helped 
him in his work in South 
America. 
"The courses that I've had 
made me prepared for it. I knew 
what to do the moment I was 
given a story or assigned or in- 
structed to write a release," he 
said. 
Pendleton and his co-workers 
were so successful at their efforts 
that they set a record for having 
the most stories published and 
won a Southern Command 
Fourth Estate Award. 
"It was awarded to us for our 
outstanding duty. We got over 
3,000 photos printed. 36 radio 
and seven television spots aired, 
and over 126 releases printed," 
Pendleton said. 
Pendleton said one of the most 
interesting events of his two- 
week stay was meeting Vice 
President George Bush while in 
Honduras. 
Pendleton's unit was in charge 
of greeting and accommodating 
Bush while at the Palmerola Air 
Base. 
When Bush had finished his 
speech, Pendleton had a chance 
to talk with the vice president. 
Pendleton said he offered Bush 
an ink pen from Kentucky and 
Bush in return gave Pendleton 
his tie dip. 
Overall. Pendleton said he con- 
siders the entire adventure a 
learning experience. 
He added that the trip made 
him appreciate conditions in the 
United States 
"It was real pretty in its own 
sense but nothing like home. You 
don't realize how well you've got 
it until you leave your country," 
he said. 
"I gained quite a bit of ex- 
perience. I got to feel the 
pressure behind working situa- 
tions. After writing so many 
stories you really notice an im- 
provement," Pendleton said. 
Pendleton will graduate from 
the university in May. He said in 
the future he plans to get s 
master's degree in public 
relations. 
about bridging the gap, not widen- five years, I believe this office will 
ing it." grow by leaps and bounds and affect 
Elam   said  he   has  a   positive this university significantly," said 
outlook for the future. "In about Elam. 
Institute urges 
foreign study 
By Stacy Overstreet 
Staff writer 
Both students and instructors 
may experience European culture 
this summer through the Kentucky 
Institute  for   European   Studies. 
KIES is a program which includes 
the university, Murray State 
University, Western Kentucky 
University.■Morehead State Univer- 
sity, Northern Kentucky Universi- 
ty and the University of Kentucky. 
The program organizes summer 
study programs in Europe. 
Since it began in 1976, the pro- 
gram has expanded to four in- 
dividual programs in Austria, 
France, Spain and Italy. 
Charles Helmuth, a professor in 
the university's art department, 
serves as director of the Italian 
program. 
Helmuth said each program takes 
as many faculty members as 
needed. 
He added the Italian program is 
small, usually only including three 
faculty members and about 16 or 20 
students. 
According to Helmuth, the 
Austrian program is the oldest and 
largest. It usually has between six 
and eight faculty members and 40 
Tedrow cooks up special program 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
David Tedrow shows off Chinese cuisine. 
By Keith Howard 
Coatribatiag writer 
A-rule has bean mads by a univer- 
sity administrator that no forks will 
be used while eating at the table: 
Guests msMii-* only napkins, plates 
and chopsticks. 
Of course, this rule on(y applies to 
persons who enroll in the Chinese 
cooking class taught this semester 
by Housing coordinator David 
Tedrow. 
Tedrow's course is sponsored by 
the university's Division of Special 
Programs. 
Before becoming the coordinator 
of Housing at the university in 
1986, Tedrow taught a Chinese 
cooking class at Mars Hill College 
in Mara Hil. N.C. 
Tedrow said he learned to cook 
Chinese food out of necessity. 
"I only had one thing to cook in 
and that was a wok," said Tedrow. 
"The best thing to cook in a wok is 
Chinee* foooV^ 
Tedrow said he became interested 
in preparing both healthy and 
nutritious foods. "Plus I lived right 
down the street from a small market 
that had all the fresh vegetables 
that you could want," he said. 
Tedrow said since he and his wife 
both enjoy Chinese cuisine, it's a 
common part of his family's diet. 
"I really get into improvisational 
cooking. Since I already know the 
basic techniques of Chinas n cooking, 
I am able to take a specific taste of 
an ingredient and almost all of the 
time come up with a wonderful 
dish," Tedrow said. 
Tedrow added that the actual pro- 
cess of eating the food adds to its 
"Since I already know the 
basic techniques of Chinese 
cooking, I am able to take a 
specific taste of an ingre- 
dient and almost all the time 
come up with a wonderful 
dish." ■ 
-David Tedrow 
appeal. "One enjoyable thing about 
being American and cooking 
Chinese is that all the dishes of food 
are put in the middle of the table 
and everyone tries s little or a lot of 
each entree," said Tedrow. "This 
adds to the entertaining aspect of 
the class." 
Tedrow said he feels the most im- 
portant element of the class is 
tesching his students basic 
techniques of Chinese cooking. 
According to Tedrow, Chinese 
food differs from American and con- 
tinental cuisine in that much time 
is spent preparing the food, but lit- 
tle actual cooking time takes place. 
Tedrow added that once the basic 
cooking technique is mastered and 
a student learns how to tell when in- 
gredients are finished cooking, "You 
can do anything you want with 
Chinese food." 
According to Chinese culture, 
cooking is as much an art form and 
a philosophy as it is-preparing food. 
"One philosophy of Chinese food 
is that it is very healthy and very 
nutritious,'' said Tedrow. 
Tedrow added that he has a per- 
f   - 
sonal    philosophy    concerning 
Chinese cooking. 
"My philosophy about Chinese 
cooking is that by my being an ad- 
ministrator, it is hard for me to see 
the results of what I do. I can work 
eight hours a day doing a million 
things and at the end of the day I 
don't always see a finished product 
when I'm done," Tedrow said. 
"But with Chinese cooking I 
throw all of this effort and energy 
into it and at the end I have a finish- 
ed product - a very wonderful 
finished product.'' he said. 
Tedrow added that Chinese cook- 
ing is s logical process 
It channels the creative process 
into a logical order. People like the 
artist and so forth, their logics! 
order of transference is medium, 
whereas they can paint and 
sculpture," he said. 
"For people who lice to cook, 
Chinee*''food provides a wonderful 
avenue to a creativity by 
transferring it into a logical type of 
process and coming up with 
something beautiful.'' 
Tedrow said the class will learn 
how to prepare a four-course meal 
including a clear broth, egg rolls, 
vegetable dishes and a meat dish. 
Tedrow said the class requires no 
special talent and everyone is urg- 
ed to attend. 
"If you have an interest or a 
special desire in learning how to 
cook Chinese food, then I can make 
you a good cook," Tedrow said. 
The class will meet everv Thurs- 
day 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. from March 6 
until April 10. 
The fee for the course is $38. 
to 60 students. 
"We try to have only six to seven 
students par faculty member. We 
try to keep the student-faculty ratio 
low," said Helmuth. 
Helmuth said the Itakan program 
is based in Florence, where the 
Renaissance was born. 
"We try to focus on art history, 
the study of the Italian language 
and Italian culture," said Helmuth. 
He added the students also focus on 
studio art, like drawings. 
Helmuth said in earlier years if he 
thought a teacher had something to 
give to the program, he or she would 
be invited to participate. 
This year, applications are being 
taken to try to find the person who 
would be most suited for the job. 
Helmuth said the program seeks 
proposals from faculty members 
who will to work in the city and use 
the-city. 
"We're looking for faculty who 
have a understanding of Italian 
culture, history and who have an in- 
terest in it," Helmuth said. He also 
said the program looks for faculty 
who are involved with, and at ease 
with, students. 
When al of the proposals have 
been turned in by die April 1 
deadline, a campus committee will 
review them. 
Then the KIES Board of Direc- 
tors will receive the proposals. 
At a board meeting on Sept. 16, 
1986. the final decisions will be 
made. 
"It's not an easy job," Helmuth 
said. "You have to go through 
students and yourself being 
homesick, sick and all the other 
small problems." 
Helmuth said personal duty on 
the part of instructors is more in- 
volved in this program than in other 
teaching situations. 
He said he expects his faculty to 
be available on weekends and to go 
on trips. 
He added he wants the faculty to 
go on side trips and incorporate 
what they learn into their lectures. 
The KIES program lasts for six 
weeks. Faculty leave the end of May 
and the first returnable date is June 
7. 
Helmuth pointed out that 
students and faculty receive a six- 
month Eursil pass and may stay in 
Europe after the program haa 
ended. 
Helmuth said be became involv- 
ed in the program in 1979. Since 
1983 he has been the director of the 
Italian program. 
Helmuth said he felt the program 
was an enriching event for the 
students as well as the faculty. 
Helmuth said each faculty 
member's travel and expenses are 
paid by the program. 
As for students, the cost varies 
with the program. 
For example, the Italian program 
costs $1,780 This figure does not in- 
clude spending money, lunches, 
passport fees or health insurance. 
Helmuth said, to data, 10 faculty 
members have filed applications for 
KIES teaching positions 
I" 
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Organizations y 
Christians join 
in celebration 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organisations editor 
I (organizing events on campus is 
difficult, organizing aO the diverse 
Christian groups on campus for an 
event must be next to impossible. 
However, the Campus Ministers 
Association at the university is 
organizing and sponsoring a four- 
day event for Christians on campus. 
"It's tough to organize something 
for students on campus," said the 
Rev. Gerald Jones, formerly of the 
First Christian Chruch and a cur- 
rent member of the minister's 
association 
He said students don't like, and 
nor does he, to sit and listen to a 
nerd standing up and telling them 
how to live a good life. 
"Christiana won't come," Jones 
said.        I 
He said the group tried to 
organize air event students would 
enjoy attending. 
Celebrating Christen Unity is a 
four-day celebration of the unity we 
share as Christians. We are one 
body with Christ as the head." 
Jones said 
Churches across the United 
States have been taking part in the 
event. . 
"The theme of the national 
celebration is 'You Shall be My 
Witness.' We have adopted this as 
our theme," he said. . 
He said the larger national event 
wasQyeally held in January. 
However, January is a difficult time 
to plan things on a college campus, 
Jones said 
The first event will be a fellowship 
dinner at 6:46 p.m. March 2 at the 
Catholic Newman Center. Following 
the dinner, the group will move to 
the Baptist Student Union for 
reflections  by   the   Rev.   Richard 
t   Kpi 
Church. A social time will be held 
afterwards. 
On March 3. students are asked 
to observe a "Festival of Fast" for 
breakfast and lunch. Participants 
will gather at noon in the Chapel of 
Meditation 
There will be a prayer service and 
an offering taken. 
"The offering will go to fight 
hunger in Madison County and will 
be donated to the Telford Center," 
Jones said 
During lunchtime at noon on 
March 4, students are invited to 
bring a lunch and listen to Randy 
Oaborne in Rooms A and B of the 
Powell Cafeteria. 
Osborne is special assistant to the 
president at Berea College and 
pastor of Mount Zion Christian 
Church. 
"His topic will be 'How to 
Witness Without Being a Nerd,' " 
Jones said A question-and-anawer 
period will follow. 
At noon on March 5, everyone is 
invited to attend a service in the 
Chapel of Meditation. 
"Students and faculty will share 
with people how they witness to 
their faith on the EKU campus," 
Jones said. 
Jones said he encouraged 
students to attend the events. 
"There just might be something 
said that might make me pause to 
think." he said. This would cause a 
time of reflection and possibly a 
change for the positive, he said. 
"In total, it is a chance to better 
yourself," Jones said. 
Jones said he asked himself, 
"How in the world do you get all 
these people together?' 
The answer, he said, is, "There is 
a simple unity - we're Christians." 
Society moves 
members ahead 
in teaching field 
LavUD lOOk Progress photo/Chris Niblock 
A.member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity from Michigan State 
University makes a shot during the game against Carnegie-Mellon 
University at the annual Beta Basketball Tournament held on 
campus last weekend. The Michigan team went on to defeat the 
University of Tennessee in the final match-up on Sunday. 
By Dellnea Douglas 
Staff writer 
In elementary school, pupils try 
to get at the head of their class by 
helping the teacher erase the 
chalkboard or bringing the teacher 
apples. 
In college, education students try 
to get ahead in their class by join- 
ing Kappa Delta Pi. 
Kappa Delta Pi is beneficial in 
getting ahead in the education field, 
said group president Susan Martin. 
Martin is a senior elementary 
education major from LaGrange. 
Martin said she joined Kappa 
Delta Pi to "get to know the pro- 
fessors in education." 
Kappa Delta Pi is an honorary 
organization which haa been at the 
university for 60 years. Those with 
a sophomore standing or above may 
become members. 
A sophomore is required to have 
a minimum 3.7 GPA, juniors s 
minimum 3.6 GPA and seniors a 
minimum 3.5 GPA. 
"(Students) pledge ss 
sophomores, so they wfll know what 
is going on" when they are juniors 
and seniors, Martin said. 
"Once you get in, you're ■ lifetime 
member," she said. 
It does not matter if the member's 
grade point average drops. As long 
as the student pays the dues, the 
student is a member. 
Currently, 76 —sb— are involv- 
ed in Kappa Delta PL 
"The purpose is to recognize ex- 
cellent students in education, to 
give them the chance to be with 
peers in the same field" she said. 
"I enjoy it a lot," Martin said. 
"It's important to me but it's not 
real demanding." 
Martin said she has received 
awards and scholarships simply 
because she knew the right people. 
"Just by knowing these pro- 
fessors," she said, she was award- 
ed such honors as Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges and Phi 
Kappa Phi, another honor society in 
which she was named Outstanding 
Senior. 
Kappa Delta Pi is involved with 
several activities. 
Members took part in the Fall 
Festival and the Spring Fling last 
year and helped the Office of Stu- 
dent Affairs. 
The group also gives scholarships 
to two sophomores with the highest 
grade point averages in the College 
of Education. 
She said the organization is 
recognized nationally among 
educators. "When you think about 
honors societies, you thaik of a room 
full of brains," she said. ""But it's 
not like that. It is very casual." 
"I definitely encourage anybody 
that gets an invitation to accept it," 
Martin said. "It's prestigious to be 
s part of it." 
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By-Pass, next to Holiday Inn 
Bring this coupon 
$300 
Off our low price 
Any Pair 
On* coupon pat sal' 
Expjres 3-6-86 
Large Pizza for 
the price of 
a Medium Pizza 
Medium Pizza for 
the price of 
a Small Pizza 
Not valid with any 
other special offer 
Expires 3-12-86 
2 Personal Plan Supreme 
Pizzas only 
2.99 plus lax 
Not valid with any 
other special offer 
Personal Pans available 
Mon. - Sat 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Expires 3-12-86 
APOLLO'S PIZZA 
changed to 
OPEN   TIL 2:30 a.m. Thur.-Sat. 
623-0330 
South Second Street 
The change name entry winners are: 
Allen Bogarth of Todd Hal 1 
Solly McCord of North St. 
Don Hamelin of Brockton 
Lori Flanary of Burnam Hall 
Slnthia McGlasaon of Walters Hall 
"At APOLLO'S there are NO surprises. The price we advertise is the total price 
you pay. NO sales tax to be added, and NO delivery charge." 
Choose from our large variety of PIZZA ingredients: Thick crust, Extra Cheese, 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Ham, Ground Beef, Hot Peppers, 
Country Sausage, Italian Sausage, Bacon, Black Olives, and Green olives. 
NEW NAME SPECIALS 
APOLLO'S PIZZA 623-0330 
FREE PIZZA 
2 PIZZAS 
For one low price 
exp. Apr. 30,  1986 
APOLLO'S PIZZA 623-0330 
FREE PIZZA 
2 PIZZAS 
For one low price 
exp, Apr. 30,  1986 
APOLLO'S PIZZA 623 0330 
Get our delicious medium one-item pizza 
for just: 
$3.95 tax included 
free delivery 
no other offer valid with this coupon 
, exp. Apr. 30,  1986 
APOLLO'S PIZZA 623-0330 
Get our delicious large one-item pizza 
for just: 
^••s«J«j> tax included 
free delivery 
no other offer valid with this coupon 
exp. Apr. 30.  1986 
,\. 
Campus clips 
Prabell speaks to club 
The   Philosophy   Club   presents 
Philosophical IIIUM in the Study 
of Appalachian Religion,'' at 7:30 
p.m. March 5 in the Clark Room of 
the Wallace Building. 
Paul Prabell of the Catholic 
Newman Center will make the 
presentation. 
Flood speaks 
Charles Bracelan Flood will be the 
featured speaker at the Department 
of Foreign Language's "Cafe Ex- 
press" at 3:30 p.m. March 4 in 
Room 229 of the Cammack 
Building. 
Flood will be reading from his 
work-in-progress called "Hitler to 
Power." 
There will be a short queetion-and- 
anawer period following the 
presentation. 
Another "Gourmet Coffee" will be 
served. Everyone is invited to 
attend. 
Final games set 
The finals for the intramural 3 on 
3 Regional Tournament will be held 
at- 7:80 p.m. tonight during the 
university men's basketball game 
against Morehead State University. 
The university women's in- 
tramural basketball team will play 
the women's team from Aabury Col- 
lege. The Morebead's men's in- 
tramural team will play Kentucky 
State University. 
Anyone attending the game will 
receive a free razor. 
For more information, contact 
Trad Thompson at 622-1246. 
Marshall to speak 
William Marshall will be the 
featured speaker at the Humanities 
Forum at 7 p.m. March 6 in Room 
C of the Perkins Building. 
Marshall will present a slide lec- 
ture on "Kentucky in Caricature: 
Kentucky's 19th Century Image 
Revealed Through Cartoons." 
The slide show presents how Ken- 
tucky appeared in cartoons of the 
Eastern establishments as well as in 
cartoons       from        Kentucky 
newspapers. 
Marshall is heed of the special col- 
lections and archive department at 
the University of Kentucky. 
Scouts sell cookies 
The Campus Girls Scout* will be 
selling Girl Scout Cookies from 
March 10 to 14 and March 24 to 28 
near the Powell Grill. 
Seven different types of cookies 
will be sold for $2 a box. 
For more information about the 
cookie sale, contact Sandra Hailing 
at 622-2860. 
ARS meeting set 
The Association of Returning 
Students, a campus organisation for 
students age 23 and above, will have 
a meeting at 6 p.m. today in Con- 
ference Room B of the Powell 
Building. 
Scholarship offered   . 
The psychology department is 
now taking applications for the 
William H. Knapp Scholarship 
Award. 
Applications are available in the 
psychology department in Room 
145 of the Cammack Building. 
The deadline for all applications is 
March 7. 
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Group welds 
spirit of unity 
Jaby'S breath Progress photo/Christopher Mstz 
Patricia Stafford, a sophomore legal secretary major from San- 
dy Hook, listens for the breathing on a doll as practice in the 
CPR class held in day Hall over the weekend. 
Sammy included at contest 
Progress staff report 
Along with a star-studded lip- 
sync contest and variety show, 
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis 
will be presenting the Sammy 
Awards at 8 p.m. on March 6 in 
Model School Auditorium. 
Admission is S3, which goes to the 
national SAMS organization. 
As in other award shows, two 
guests will present an award and in- 
troduce specific acts. 
Anyone interested in presenting 
an award or introdufiieg acts should 
ntact Maria Yeager at 622-3262 
Organizations or individuals may 
also nominate anyone for an award. 
Categories can be made up by the 
group nominating the student or 
faculty. 
Performers mimicking Madonna, 
Grace Jones, Sting and David Lee 
Roth are to appear as featured acts 
for the lip-sync contest. 
Anyone interested in submitting 
an act for either the lip-sync contest 
or the variety show still may do so. 
For more information about the 
competition, contact Scott Mandl at 
622-6146. 
The winner of the lip-eync contest 
will compete at the regional 
contest. Should the winner place 
first in the regional, the student will 
make a video with MTV that will be 
presented in Friday Night Video 
Fight style competition on MTV. 
The winner of the MTV fights will 
receive an internship with MTV 
along with many other prizes. 
By Debra Jasper 
8taff writer 
Last week was s busy time for the 
eight members of Kappa Alpha Psi. 
According to President Tyrone 
Sturdivant, the fraternity hosted a 
week of events in order to "bring 
back all of the alumni and get 
everyone together." - 
"The whole week is just one in- 
stance where the fraternity comes 
together to rededicate our spirit to 
Kappa Alpha Psi.'' said Sturdivant, 
a junior computer science major 
from Msysville. 
A fashion show sponsored by 
several area businesses kicked off 
events of the week. 
Kappa Alpha Psi member Troy 
Ellis said the show featured casual 
wear, leather materials, paisley 
designs, lace clothing and business- 
corporate wear. 
Ellis is s junior computer informa- 
tion systems major from Louisville. 
Last Wednesday night, a Male 
Physique Contest was held in the 
Keen Johnson Building to raise 
money for the United Negro College 
Fund. Elba said the group cleared 
about $96 from the contest. 
Sturdivant said the event con- 
sisted of "a lot of guys showing off 
their bodies." 
Junior Alan Tatum. who was the 
first contestant, placed third in the 
event. 
"I was pretty nervous st first, but 
the crowd really got into it and then 
I was fine," said Tatum. a police ad- 
ministration major from Louisville. 
First place went to Myron Gyton, 
a freshman undeclared major from 
Metcalf. Ga 
Gyton said the casual dress com- 
petition was the worst part for him 
because he had never been on stage 
before. 
"I was kind of nervous. I'm kind 
of s shy person and that was the 
first time I've ever performed on 
stage," Gyton said. 
Gyton said he thought his biggest 
competition came from Tatum and 
the results were about as he had 
expected. 
He said it helped when the au- 
dience became involved with the 
competition, 
"It was a great ehow. There were 
s lot of .good-looking guys - great 
music. I really enjoyed it," said Joni 
Deison, s freshman art major from 
Louiaville. 
Besides contributing to the 
United Negro College Fund, Kappa 
Alpha Psi also works with the 
Shriners Hospital in Islington. 
"We visit the kids and give them 
something different to do to break 
the monotony of a normal day," 
Sturdivant said     , 
Kappa Alpha Psi is s national 
fraternity which was founded in 
1911 and established st the univer- 
sity in 1971. 
Although the group hss only 
eight members, Sturdivant said the 
fraternity was interested in quality, 
not quantity. 
"It doesn't matter, we can pledge 
one guy or 10 guys. We want to 
achieve the most we can," he said. 
"My goals are to unite the frater- 
nity. Unite the brothers currently in 
the chapter and also to unite the 
brothers outside the chapter, like 
the alumni," he said. 
Although there were two dances 
held during the week in the Keen 
Johnson Building, Sturdivant ssid 
the main event of the weak was the 
Kappa Ball scheduled for Friday 
night in the Mule Bam- 
Over 160 people attended the si- 
fair which was formal for the 
brothers snd semi-formal for 
everyone else. 
"It wss about, the usual response 
we have st events like this on cam- 
pus," Ellis said. 
One of the events ending the 
week-long celebration was a step 
show given by the brothers in the 
Combs Building. 
"Stepping has always been a 
tradition as long ss I csn 
remember." Sturdivant said. 
Rush will follow the week-long 
event and will consist of several in- 
forms! snd formal smokers, a letter- 
writing period and interviews. 
-rz 
ECONOMY DRUG 
College Park Shopping Center 
Mon.- Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Phone-623-2336 
*•* 
9fi 
• g* 
WE CARRY- 
10 Percent off all prescriptions 
and non-sale merchandise 
with Student I.D. 
'1 
i 
CHEAP 
$4.86 at RECORDSMITH 
Please present this coupon before March 9th 
On the bypass I block past Wendy's 623-5058 
I 
I 
■<JU.   JEWELERS 
<^0^    J SHOPPERS VILLAGE 
•In store Jewelry Repair &OA 02.77 
•Keepsake Diamonds 40% OFF l^^*"KJ^l I 
•Bulova, Seiko, & Pulsar Watches 
•Krementz Jewelry 
•Engraving 
•Ear piercing 
•Batteries for all Watches and Calculators 
•Ring Sizing 
_^ 
FOR THE EXPERIENCE 
OF A LIFETIME, 
SPEND 2 YEARS WITH IIS. 
One two-year enlistment with us could make a big difference 
in your life. You start with skill training which teaches you more 
than the skill. You learn about you. How good you are. How well you 
can do things. And you'lkbe getting experience. Not just in the skill 
you've chosen. In living. In dealing with people, situations and ideas. 
Ybu'll grow. And earn more than a salary. Respect. Self-respect. 
And pride. Proud of yourself, your country and the opportunity to 
serve. . 
lb find out which of our over 300 skill training opportunities 
are available in a two-year enlistment, see your local Army Recruiter. 
It could begin tne experience of a lifetime. 
US Army Rccrutmg Suton Richmond. Kentucky 
6MA Univervty Shopping Center ClU 623 1270 y 
ARMYBEALLYOUCAHBE. 
IK ""'•' IK 
 Newly Remodeled 
 FREE Continental Breakfast 
 FREE Cable Television 
ROOM RATES * REG. $26.49 * 
" Students»$20.50 •• 
E. By-Pass 0*1-811* 
a Silver, Gold, Diamonds, TV's, Guns, Gold Chains, 
f Electric Typewriters, Binoculars, Power Tools, 
4 Video Recorders, Guitars, Banjos, Micro-Waves, 
! 
SCASHS 
We BUY or LOAN Money On 
i»!'« ,  '.»'.!.'»/.'/'«   Class Rings, Etc. 
tyoknson 
Diamond Gxcdznge 
NEW LOCATION 
Big Hill Plaza Shopping Center 
TOM FOLIY, Cart If lad Oamolofllst 
(All Leant Handled In a Dignin.d and S 
423-4535 Confidential Manner) 
I 
• ) n ll  
rlilffiliiiilUU 
3 GREAT SHOPS For Your Total Body 
OFFERS you 3 GREAT SPECIALS 
6 beds to better serve you 
TANNING SPECIALS (Cash Prices) 
Let us help you prepare for Spring Break 
5 visits $19.95    iovisits$29.95 
15 Visits $39.95 
•BONUS GIFTS - YOUR CHOICE 
1 FREE Extra        ■ W W 
TANNING VISIT 
With Poid tonning Speciol 
Scissor Wizard 
(deluding Products) 
With Poid Tonning Special 
1 FREE Aerobics Class at Total Body Fitness Center 
With Poid Tonning Packoge 
HOURS: Mon.-Sal.9to9 
SUNDAY 12 to 6  
TOTAL BODY TANNINI 
Phone 624 9351 
401 Gibson Lone 
Richmond 
(Across From 84 lumbar) 
THE SUN SHOPPE 
Tanning Salon 
310 E. Main St.(next to Central Liquors) 
623-8110 
Start your tan 
now for 
Spring Break 
Within walking distance of campus 
Specials on packages and lotions. 
WOLFF Tanning System 
Open: Mon-Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5 Sun 1-5 
Call for an appointment or stop by. 
A 
X 
A 
congratulate! 
New Associates 
Mike Cox 
William Durbin 
Gary Edlin 
Danny Harmon 
John Hawethorne 
Troy Isham 
Brian Ray 
David Skinner 
Tim Think* 
Mike WooWridfe 
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Arts/ Entertainment 
Singers 
tackle 
acting 
By Debra Jaaper 
Suff writer 
"The Bartered Bride" is an up- 
coming theatrical opera which tells 
a light-hearted story about a 
mistreated man who tries to beat 
the odds by winning the woman he 
lovea. 
Donnie Hendrickson will play 
Hans, opposite Verda Tudor who 
will play Marie in the performance 
which opens Feb. 27 in Brock 
Auditorium. 
The two have been rehearsing for 
the play about two hours every 
night since the beginning of this 
semes Mr. 
The performance will provide 
Hendrickson and Tudor with their 
first acting experience. 
"It's been different because 
before this I just had to work with 
a piano and stand there and sing my 
songs," Tudor said. 
"Now both Donnie and I have had 
to learn to move at the same time 
around the stage and think about 
our music also. It was difficult at 
first but it is getting easier. It is a 
big undertaking." 
Hendrickson agreed. "This is the 
first acting thing I've done since 
maybe fifth grade or something. 
This opera is a big challenge as far 
as the vocal demands. I've never 
pushed myself this far and it has 
taken me a while to get comfortable 
with it," he said. /J*^ ' * 
Hendrickson, 20, a junior perfor- 
ming voice major plans to change 
his major to computer science. "I'll 
continue to sing and it has been 
good to me and everything, but it 
just doesn't feel very practical." 
"I really felt like it was something 
I deep down inside wanted to do. It 
is definitely something that is part 
of me. But also I guess I have 
another side of me that wants 
security and wants to be able to set- 
tle down and have a family. 
Comic opera 
mixes talents 
Verda Tudor and Donnie Hendrickson star in 'The Bartered Bride' 
"The one thing I haven't really 
learned how to do is pace myself 
vocally," Hendrickson added. "You 
have to sing enough to get strong 
for it but then you nave to preserve 
yourself,TOo." 
Tudor, 23, a senior vocal perfor- 
mance major, said she had been get- 
ting tired lately because of harder 
rehearsals, but is pleased with what 
she has done vocally. 
"I sang in high school but my 
whole first year I remained 
undeclared" Tudor said. "I knew 1 
always wanted to sing but I also 
knew you have to make a living. But 
I decided that what I really wanted 
was to try for a career in perfor- 
mance." 
Tudor performed in Gilbert and 
Sullivan's "Gondoliers" her 
freshman year, and has also work- 
ed in dinner theaters in Florida. 
For the paat two summers, she 
has worked with Hendrickson in 
"The Stephen Foster Story" in 
Bardstown. Last summer both 
students sang with the show for two 
weeks in Japan. 
After college, Tudor hopes to go 
to graduate school at the Cincinnati 
Conservatory of Music. "I just hope 
to perform," she said. "You always 
have to trunk realistically about 
where your money ia going to come 
from but I just want to see how fax 
I can go." 
Both performers seemed to think 
there are more opportunities for 
opera singers in the United States 
today than in the paat, although 
much depends on talent and 
dedication. 
Just mention the word opera and 
everybody thinks of big 
Broomhilda. You know, the big fat 
lady and everything. But I think a 
lot of young kids now are getting a 
different idea about it," Tudor said. 
By Darenda Dennis 
Art. ediUr 
The university will perform its 
first full-scale opera, "The Bartered 
Bride," at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 27 and 
March 1 in Brock Auditorium. 
The three-act comic opera was 
written by Bedrich Smetana and 
had its first world premiere in 1866. 
Several members of both the 
music and theater departments 
have been closely involved in the 
production, including Bill Logan, 
stage director. 
"I'm stage director, which means 
I'm ultimately responsible for the 
production, but I'm really only 
responsible for what the audience 
seas on stage," Logan said. 
"I've been working with a group 
of people that's the most talented 
and creative group of people I've 
ever worked with," he said. 
Other faculty members, including 
Dr. John Roberts, conductor of the 
orchestra and Dr. David Graenlee, 
choral director, have worked close- 
ly with the production 
Logan said: "People who are not 
familiar with the music are going to 
be pleasantry surprised. 
"It doesn't fit most people's idea 
of an opera. It's not stodgy, it's very 
light and airy and melodic. It's got 
beautiful melodies in it," he said. 
The setting of the opera takes 
place in a romantic Bohemian 
village about 100 years ago. It tells 
the story of a young girl named 
Maria, played by Verda Tudor, 
who'a in love with a guy named 
Hans. played by Donnie 
Hendrickson 
Complications set in when 
Maria's parents visit the village 
marriage broker to set up a proper 
wedding with an honorable man. 
The parents decide the groom to 
be Wendzei played by Perry Smith, 
who ia the shy young son of a 
wealthy landowner. 
Maria refuses to marry Wendzei, 
but her parents continue to prompt 
and push. 
Maria puts her brain to work and 
composes   a  master-minded   plan. 
She goes to Wendzei without saying 
who she is and tells him that if he 
marries this woman named Maria, 
that she will torment his life and 
deceive him because she is in love 
with Hans. 
In the meantime,  Hans^mflcts 
with   the  marriage   broker   and- 
strikes a deal to sell his claim in 
Maria for about $300. 
Hana agrees to the deal, but only 
on the condition that the contract 
states that Maria can only marry 
the son of Tobias Miaha. 
It ia finally agreed upon and 
Maria becomes terribly upset by the 
whole agreement. 
However, it turns out that Hans 
is really the long-lost son of Misha 
and everybody lives happily ever 
after,     L-* 
SomewrJIe interspersed into the 
play ia a wandering troupe >>i 
players. They include a Spanish 
dancer, a bear and an Indian. 
Logan said it takes a large cast to 
put on productions such as this. 
"The entire company consists of 
over 100 people. It takes a tremen- 
dous amount of people. There are 48 
people in the cast, 47 of whom are 
students. 
"That's something we're very 
proud of. Usually when a college or 
university does an opera perfor- 
mance, the principal roles are 
primarily played by faculty and 
guest artists, but all of our principal 
roles, except one, are played by 
students," Logan said. 
While working with such a large 
cast, Logan said he has learned a 
great deal. 
"I've learned from the students, 
the performers as much as they've 
learned from me. 
"By in large, moat of the prin- 
cipals' stage experience has been in 
terms of concert singing and it was 
a mutual two-way street. 
"I had to learn the physical 
demands of their singiry, what they 
could and could not do while sing- 
ing. And they had to learn how to 
act and sing at the same time," he 
said. 
V 
JOSTENS 
MARCH 5TH AND 6TH 
RINGS 
See vour Josten's Representative 
MARCH 5TH AND 6TH 
U.Vfc 
PLACE 
IM \«ilir ( r>J|<^f, ■ Jxn.kslcM- A 
^UNIVERSITY 
^BOOKSTORE 
CENTER Of CAMPUS 
\ 
I. 
I 
,.l 
One low pi■««• " 
Richmond 
539 Mahaffey Drive 
Off By-Pass Road 
623-0771 
Carry-Oul Of Delivery 
Expires 3/9/86OG 
One low piio 
Richmond 
539- Mahaffey Drive 
Off By-Pass Road 
623-0771 
Carry-Out or Delivery 
Expires 3/9/86)6 
Introductory Offer 
Crazy Sauce 
War ^m ni,.. 
Expires 3/9/86 > 
plus UU 
"with the purchase of Crazy Bread at regular price. 
Richmond 
539 Mahaffey Drive 
Off By-Pass Road 
623-0771 
Carry-Oul or Delivery 
■ 
CokeCoke 
Buy a 32 OZ. soft drink at regular price, get 
another 32 OZ. soft drink FREE! 
Richmond 
539 Mahaffey Drive 
Off By-Pass Road 
.    623-0771 
Carry-Oul or Delivery 
Expires 3/9/866 
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Flashbacks 
uplift winter 
Progress photo/Christopher Melz 
Diane Frederick left, helps Moriah and Polly Lloyd hang art projects for class 
Kids given special attention 
By Lisa Cooney 
Staff writer 
They may not be miniature 
Michaelangelos, but children are 
naturally expressive and urt classes 
could send a youngster towards 
another painted chapel. 
"Art is al around and children 
naturally notice things that affect 
them," said Dianne Frederick, an in- 
structor in special art programs. 
Frederick instructs art classes for 
children between the ages of 6 and 
12. The dmm are held in the Carter 
Building. 
The university has special pro- 
grams which are offered to the com- 
munity. "The community courses 
are for anyone and if a person has 
a special interest in a subject, they 
can teach," said Frederick. 
"Children are naturally ex- 
pressive and I focus on general art 
experiences," said Frederick. The 
youngsters learn art concepts by us- 
ing different media, such as crayon, 
pencil and print. 
Frederick said the local schools 
give a fair amount of training, but 
the classes offer more opportunity 
for creative children to experiment 
with art. "With the children, I am 
trying to increase their visual 
awareness through art education," 
she said. 
According to Frederick, children 
are enthusiastic about creativity 
and their drawing is spontaneous. 
"My work is very rewarding 
because children show interest in art 
and a desire to learn," said 
Frederick. 
Frederick said art requires think- 
ing. "Art is really 99 percent think- 
ing. Your hand gets the message 
and does the work, so my class is 
spent encouraging the children to 
think while drawing," she said. 
Frederick said later classes will be 
more project-oriented, but for the 
present, the children are working on 
self-portraits. "The children are pro- 
vided with mirrors to study their 
faces. They must notice every 
aspect, such as shape of the face, 
eyes, mouth and nose to fully ex- 
press themselves," said Frederick. 
Frederick said the parent* tell her 
what ability their child has, and she 
goes from there. "Some parents 
think their child has talent and 
several mention they want their 
child to draw," she said. 
In the future, Frederick plans to 
offer specific instruction because 
more people are interested in that 
type of teaching. 
I would like to teach specifics. 
The specifics are separate drawing 
rlnnsfia and rminting classes because 
individual insight is the best," said 
Frederick. 
Frederick said if children are 
always drawing on paper or on 
walls, put them in an art class 
because an artist could be born. 
All of Una "warm" weather has 
given me new and unproved inapira 
tiona. My inspirations have come in 
a wide variety of forms. 
I have inspirations to bask in the 
sun in exotic faraway places. 
I'm getting the urge to do unusual 
out-of-the-ordinary things, like visit 
some freaked-out zoo with unusual 
animals and picking out hot new 
color-coordinated outfits. 
Summer brings thoughts of con- 
vertibles, cut-offs, neat bikinis and 
bare feet. 
All of these terrific and creative 
situationa ease through my 
thoughts as naturally as breathing. 
I guess I realize that last summer 
i was one of the most enjoyable of all 
summers. 
Sundays were filled with trips to 
Boonesboro, Jacobson Park and 
Lake Camico. You could always find 
a bunch of us parked out in the mid- 
dle of the field at Boonesboro. 
We would have to have at least 12 
to 15 people before we'd even con- 
sider heading out, and believe me 
that was usually no problem. 
Normally, the girls went one way 
and the guys went another. The 
ladies would drag out the lawn 
chairs from the back of the four- 
wheel drives and apply ample 
amounts of tanning oils to compli- 
ment small and sleek bikinis. 
Of course, the guys would find 
other tanning methods. After all, 
they didn't feel it was masculine to 
lie around in the sun. 
Usually, a competitive and 
creative friabee game took up most 
of the afternoon. 
And boy, were they dedicated to 
the sport! Nose dives, belly flops 
and knee scrapes were of no concern 
when the chance for a great catch 
approached 
No distraction tactics could be us- 
ed against them, except of course 
when the girls decided to take a dip 
to cool off. 
And so 
dot, dot, dot # 
Darenda Dennis 
Things definitely v>t hoppin' 
then, no doubt about it 
Well now that takes care of Sun- 
days, but what about the rest of the 
week? 
As a college student. I guess I 
was pretty fortunate to not have to 
work last summer. 
So the weeks were ful of crazy no- 
tions like talking my friends out of 
working and staying out late to 
Party. 
I'd try to coax them further by 
telling them what a pretty day it 
would be the next day to spend at 
the pool. It must have been a 
foolproof plan because, fortunately 
or unfortunately for them, it usual 
lv worked. 
Boy, those were (he days! 
Now, of course, all that has chang- 
ed or I wouldn't appreciate it. I 
guess I took it all for granted. 
Now I' ve got to get a summer job. 
What a bummer, huh? 
It'a not that I really hate working, 
it's just that I'm having flashbacks 
of unique entertaining summer 
parties. 
Now, I'll have to send resumes, 
worry about interviews and clean 
clothes. 
Before, that stuff wasn't impor- 
tant. Well, maybe the dean clothes, 
but I'd just grab a pair of shorts and 
a tank top and go. go, go. 
This time. I'll fret over wrinkles 
in my skirts, economical lunches 
and 6 o'clock. 
I haven't lost all hope though, 
there's still the weekend 
T 
I Richmond Plasma Center I 
l 
Now At New Location 
125 South Third Street 
624-9815 
$8 To $10 Per Visit 
♦ 
♦ 
1 
WEDNESDA Y 
SPECIAL 
•Mmbos are S1.49 
A HDay 
THURSDA Y 
SPECIAL 
1 Taco and 1 Mug for 
$1.00 
nffrr food hnurwi I    4 pm 
and H ■ II p m 
First aad Water Srrssti 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
$1.99 ♦ tax 
with student i.d. 
Beef and Been 
Tostada 
with choice of Rice 
or Beans 
Vi 
•f 
?: 
!! 
>: 
I 
with 
Student ID 
ANDERSON 
623-2300 
HAIR 
ON 
MANE 
expires Mar   14. 1986 
u 
\) 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
Kappa iMta 
New Initiates! 
Missy Castle 
Susan Ebert 
Kim Eubank 
Susan Kidwell 
Annette Kline 
Leighan McKenzie 
Polly Myers 
Lee Ann Napier 
Jennifer Ravencraft 
Stephanie Sargent 
WE ARE NOT 
.JUST T-SHIRTS! 
- 
ivaiLm 
Top Quality American Made 
Products 
FOAM SUN VISORS 
GREEK LETTERING FOR 
SPRING SPORTS 
LOWEST PRICES IN 
RICHMOND AND LEX. 
LARGE ORDERS DIRECT 
FROM THE FACTORY... 
FUND RAISING ITEMS 
AVAILABLE! 
CALL 624-2164 
144 WAIKIR PARKI RD   RICHMOND 
COLLEGE 
SUMOC 
OwMr: Hcnaii Jibuti 
« WUn Tl BE KK TO tOTO 
THE STUKMTS ft FACULTY 
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL 
• $14.95 • 
Inclins iriiii Jaa. OH I Fllt.r 
CftMM Frta lartkM. Qaa»«' 
Stall. Saaaca. Ait Mara! 
Cirs Wished By Hue? 
AT THE CORNER OF 
MIMES "ILL A LANCASTER 
623-8516 
ITADVE 
1 
CAMPUS 
ADVERTISING REP 
Be responsible for placing 
advertising materials on your 
campus bulletin boards. Work 
on exciting marketing 
programs for clients such as 
American Express, AT & T, 
Sony and Sierra Club Choose 
, your own hours. Good 
experience and great money? 
For more information call. 
1-800-426-5537 95 pm 
(West Coast lime) 
Representative Program 
American Passage 
500 Third Ave West 
Seattle. WA 98119 
IN>ttl  IMUAV   URC-JUS  M»HU UATTUI 
exhaust pro 
DISCOUNT MUFFLERS 
Winter Specials! 
* 
Speedy Oil and Lube $12.95 
Brake Jobs from 
Shocks from 
$49.95 
$17.95 each 
$19.95 Mufflers from 
with this coupon 
Lube, Oil and filter 
$9.00   Expires 3-31-86J 
Eastern By-Pass        Next to Jerry's 
. 624-0190  
{Dr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
VISUAL ANALYSIS 
Contact lenses 
Daily Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals 
Change the Color of Your Eyes with 
DAILY  WEAR  SOFT CONTACT LENSES 
AND 
COLORED EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 
205 V2 (tori Lane 623-6643 
■ Buy one rose, get • 
; one FREE with coupon ; 
I .      cash &. carry ; 
• • 
Too early for Roses? 
Send your Sweetheart 
a Kiss!! 
Special 
BALLOON BOUQUET 
tied to a 'A lb. Hershey's 
Kiss 
Sorority Balloons or 
mixed colors latex 
SI0.9S 
includes delivery 
•Mylar Balloons 
$3.50 each 
Mm Mage Florist 
125. S. Third 
'downtown next to the 
bus station 
6234)340 
%KHI artist 
THESUBWAY 
STEAK & 
CHEESE 
SIRLOIN 
MAKES IT BETTER 
Our hoi # delicious Steak A Cheese 
starts with lender Sirloin. And that's 
the flavor m ret Then u i • add 
milky American cheese, onions and 
qreen peppers. It's belter because 
it's Subway 
.    Sandwiches & Salads 
200 S. 
Second St. 
624-9241 
Sunday Special 
Buy 2 Foot Longs, 
get the 3rd one 
FREE 
v. 
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Team 
wins 
atOVC 
By Mike Mars** 
Sports editor 
Ths university's women's track 
team rolled to an easy win in Satur- 
day's Ohio Valley Conference In- 
door Championship at Mur- 
freesboro. Tenn. 
The men's team capped off a suc- 
cessful weekend for the Colonels by 
placing second. In addition, one of 
the men, Jeff Goodwin, set a school 
record at the meet. 
Goodwin's time of 1:03.22 in the 
500 meters was .01 seconds off the 
leader, but it was good enough for 
a new university indoor mark. 
The women won 12 of the 14 finals 
in the meet They accumulated 137 
points to beat four other schools. 
Second-place Murray State Univer- 
sity scored 44. and host Middle Ten- 
nessee State University had 38. 
"We have a well-balanced 
women's team and we have some 
depth we haven't had in the past," 
said Coach Rick Erdmann. 
Rose Gilmore and Psm Raglin 
each took two individual titles for 
the Colonels. 
Gilmore took the 00-yard dash 
with a time of 6.97 seconds, while 
teammate Jackie Humphrey placed 
second. Gilmore also won the 
300-yard dash in 35.8 seconds. 
Raglin led a Colonel sweep of the 
mile at 6:01, followed by Linda 
Davis and Allison Kotouch. She 
captured the 1,000 yards in 2:34. 
and Marilyn Johnson and Cathy 
Jones completed another sweep. 
Colonel women placed 1-2-3 in one 
other event, the 60-yard hurdles. 
Humphrey was first with a time of 
7.93 seconds, followed by Grade 
Brown and Karen Robinson. 
Other winners included Janiece 
Gibson, who cleared 37 feet, 3.5 in- 
ches in the triple jump, Angie 
Barker, who put the shot 51-1, and 
Charmaine Byer, who won the 440 
yards in 67.3 seconds. 
Da via  time of 2:19 captured the 
a 
«* 
Runner hails 
from Trinidad 
Colonels Grade Brown, left, and Karen Robinson, right, dear the hurdles 
800 meters, Kotouch won the two- 
mile in 10:42, and the Colonels won 
the mile and two-mile relays in 
3:55.7 and 9:23. respectively. 
Defending men's champion 
MTSU scored 94 points to win the 
meet. The Colonel men compiled 64 
points for second place and Murray 
was third with 43. 
The Colonels took two individual 
titles, and one went to a relay team. 
Roger Chapman won the 800 with 
a time of 1:62 and Mike Carter cap- 
tured the 400 in 48.71 seconds. 
The two-mile relay team also won 
with a time of 7:66. The Colonel men 
also had seven second-place finishes. 
Erdmann said he  was pleased 
with the effort of the men, especial- 
ly since the team lacks depth. 
He pointed to the performances of 
Chapman. Carter and Goodwin as 
the highlights for the men's team. 
Goodwin said be felt the Colonels 
did well considering that they are a 
young team. "I knew we would do 
well," he said 
Erdmann said the Colonels are at 
somewhat of a disadvantage in field 
events and sprints because other 
OVC schools use football players in 
those events. The Colonels have no 
football players on the track team. 
"We were really pleased from that 
standpoint." Erdmann said of the 
team's showing. 
The indoor season concludes with 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association's indoor championship 
Mar. 16 at Oklahoma City. Okla 
Humphrey and Barker have 
already qualified from the women's 
team for the NCAA meet, and Erd- 
mann said several other athletes are 
cloee to qualifying. 
Goodwin said he wasplsssed with 
his record, but be will have to im- 
prove by one full second to qualify 
for the NCAA meet He will join the 
team in a "last-chance meet" at 
MTSU on March 8. 
The women will run in a qualify- 
ing meet at Indiana University on 
the same day. 
Tennis team falls at U of L 
Progress staff report 
After a weekend of tournament 
action in the Greg Adams Invita- 
tional, the men's tennis team return- 
ed to match play with a 7-2 road loss 
(Athe University of Louisville. 
in the match, held Saturday at 
Mockingbird Valley Country Club 
in Louisville, the Colonels registered 
their only wins in No. 2 and No. 3 
singles play. 
Team captain Chris Smith, the 
No. 2 player, defeated U of L's Tim 
Brueggeman 6-4. 6-0. and No. 3 Jim 
Laitta won 6-1,6-2 over Tun Gornet. 
The Colonels' No. 1 player. An- 
drew DiNola, fell 7-6,6-3 to Brendan 
Burke. Coach Tom Higgins said 
Burke is ranked as the 38th best col- 
legiate, player in the country. 
Higgins also said the No. 1 
doubles team of Smith and Scott 
Patrick played well against Burke 
and Brueggeman, who as a team are 
among the top 26 in the country. 
The U of L team won 6-1, 6-3. 
Higgins indicated there were 
some bright spots in the Colonels' 
play, such as their performance 
against U of L's quality players. 
But he said they are not where 
they want to be yet. "We've got a 
lot of improving to do," he said. 
The Colonels next action is this 
weekend, when they face the 
University of North Carolina- 
Charlotte, East Tennessee State 
Univeraity and the University of 
Virginia on the ETSU campus in 
Johnson City, Tenn. 
The Colonels had lost to U of L at 
home previously, and the Cardinals 
were also in last week's tournament. 
By Steve 
Staff writer 
Charmaine Byer, a former high 
school track and field AB American 
from Trinidad, said she fell in love 
with the university the first time 
she visited the campus. 
Byar, a sophomore marketing ma- 
jor, runs the 100 meters, 400 meters 
and relays for the university's 
women's track team, which recent- 
ly won the Ohio Valley Conference 
Indoor Championship. 
Byer moved from Trinidad, one of 
two islands off the coast of 
Venezuela which form the republic 
of Trinidad and Tobago, to Ann Ar- 
bor, Mich., over four years ago with 
her mother. 
Byer, who started running track 
at age 8. said, "I always wanted to 
come to the United States." She 
said the main attraction of this 
country was the schools. 
Assistant track and field coach 
Rick Moore recruited her for the 
Colonels, visiting her in Michigan 
and at several meets. 
Byer was also sought by several 
major schools, including Michigan 
State Univeraity, Washington State 
University and Louisiana State 
University, during her senior year 
in high school. 
Byer said Moore was very im- 
pressive in his talks with her and 
after visiting the campus she had all 
but decided to attend the university. 
She said even after rfg"'"g she 
received cats from other schools. 
This year, Byer has. helped \the 
relay team place third and f< 
two respective races, and pi 
third in the 400 at a .meet in West 
Virginia. 
"Byar has a lot of ability. We 
think if she continues to work hard 
she will improve," Coach Rick Erd- 
mann said. ' 
Last year she ran the first lag in 
starting relays and this year runs 
the first Ug in the 4x400 relay, a 
1.600- meter race in which four run- 
ners run 400 meters each. 
"The quarter-mile, or 400 meters, 
is my favorite race," Byer said. 
She added that she one day hopes 
to be in the Olympics, running the 
400 or the 1.600 relay. 
Byer's goals for this year are to 
run the 400 in lees than 64 seconds 
and make t name for the university 
and herself 
She plans to stay in America after 
gfasfcassasi from roftogci and said, "I 
want to be a millionaire." She ex- 
plained that she is not greedy, but 
she wants to live a comfortable life 
and have all her needs fulfilled. 
Byer, who is not yet a citizen of 
this country, said she has found life 
in the United States to have a faster 
pace, with more opportunities. 
However, she said the people hare 
are not quits as friendly ss those in 
Trinidad. 
She also said that life in Trinidad 
was more quiet and old-fashioned, 
but she added that living in the 
United States has broadened bar 
way of thinking. 
According to Byer, schools in 
Trinidad wsre very strict. She said 
classes were assigned to students 
almost all the way through school, 
and uniforms were worn every day. 
Byer's mother still Ives in Ann 
Arbor and works in the sheriffs 
department there. Her father lives 
in Trinidad where he is a member of 
Parliament, working in the Senate. 
She also hat two brothers and one 
', all living in Trinidad. 
Byertoidshe visits her mother in 
Michigan periodiically, and she 
travels home to Trinidad every 
summer to visit the rest of her 
family. 
, ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY 
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Lady Colonel 
seniors face 
season's end 
By Mike Mime 
Sports editor 
As a somewhat disappointing 
season nears its end, two members 
of the university's women's basket 
ball team are at the close of their col- 
legiate careers. 
Seniors Margy Shelton and 
Angela Fletcher will make their final 
appearance for the Lady Colonels in 
the season-ending game against 
Morehead State University at 7:30 
p.m. Saturday in Alumni Coliseum. 
Shelton and Fletcher have entire- 
ly different personalities on and off 
the court, but they both produce 
quality results. 
- Shelton, a 6-0 forward from Cor- 
bin. was an all-state player at Cor- 
bin High School before coming to 
the university. 
In her first three years here, she 
averaged 6.2 points and 5.1 re- 
bounds per game. 
This season, despite being 
hampered by an injury, Shelton is 
second on the team in both scoring 
and rebounding with 12.3 points 
and 7.8 rebounds per game. Her 46 
percent shooting from the field leads 
the team. 
Coach ENanne Murphy called 
Shelton an outstanding student- 
sthlete. "She has really exemplified 
what Lady Colonel basketball 
stands for," Murphy said. 
Shelton said she is happy with her 
role now, but it wasn't always that 
way. She said it took time to fit in- 
to Murphy's brand of basketball. 
"You adjust or you quit," Shelton 
said. 
"I'm glad I stuck with it." she 
said of the program. "Coach Mur- 
phy's demanding personality has 
made me stronger." 
Shelton also credited assistant 
coach Linda Myers with her 
development. "She's a big factor in 
my life," she said. "I can't say 
enough about the coaches." 
Fletcher, a 6-9 forward from Chat- 
tanooga, Tenn., came to the Lady 
Colonels from Roane State Com- 
munity College in Harriman, Tenn. 
Last season, her first at the 
university, Fletcher, known as 
"Chocolate" to her teammates, 
averaged 13.3 points and 6.3 
rebounds. 
This year, she leads the Lady Col- 
onels in scoring with 17.8 points per 
game. She is also second in assists 
with 54 and third in rebounding 
with 7.4 boards per game. 
"Chocolate is one of the finest 
athletes ever to play here," Murphy 
said. 
Fletcher said the main adjust- 
ment from junior college was condi- 
tioning, something she said was not 
stressed at Roane State. 
She said she had become "a bet- 
ter person" because of Murphy's ef- 
forts. "She pushes me hard and I 
know she's trying to heap out," Flet- 
cher said. She also credited Myers 
with helping in her academic work. 
After graduation. Fletcher has 
hopes of playing professional 
basketball overseas, while Shelton 
will seek a job in zoological research 
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Men to play 
finale tonight 
By Mike Manes 
Sport, edim 
The university's man's basket ball 
team returned from its final road 
trip of the season with a pair of 
~^~. J infoimation plUw 
Margy Shelton is one of two Lady Colonel seniors 
The players agreed that what 
they would miss most about college 
basketball was the close-knit at- 
mosphere among the Lady Colonels 
"It's like s second family, and 
you're leaving home again." Shelton 
said.       / 
Murphy said the void left by the 
pair will be hard to fill. "It's very 
difficult to replace them, not only on 
the floor, but because of their leader- 
ship, ability and maturity," she 
said. 
Murphy said she would advise 
Shelton and Fletcher to continue to 
strive to be the best in whatever 
they do. 
"Those concepts and values will 
carry over into whatever they do," 
she said. 
^ After dropping decisions to Mid- 
dle Tennessee State University and 
Tennessee Technological Univerai- 
ty, the Colonels ve destined for a 
seventh-place finish in the Ohio 
Valley Conference with ene game 
remaining. 
The Colonels, now 9-17 overall 
and 4-9 in the league, will dose the 
regular season tonight against 
Morehead State University in a 7:30 
p.m. game at Alumni Coliseum. 
On Monday, they travel south 
again for another game at MTSU, 
this time in the first round of the 
OVC tournament. 
In Saturday's game, the Blue 
Raiders took an 84-74 win before 
5,500 fans at MTSU s Murphy 
Center. Thsy were led by a 21 point 
effort from Kim Cooksey, the OVC's 
leading scorer. 
The Blue Raiders took control of 
the game early, leaping to a 23-point 
first half lead and outscoring the 
Colonels 20-2 in one stretch of near- 
ly six minutes. 
The Colonels fought back in the 
second half, cutting the lead to 
seven points with 6:46 to play before 
they were stopped. / 
John DsCamuh. led the Chlonels 
with 17 points and 7 assists Lewis 
Spence. Randolph Taylor and Jeff 
McGill each scored 12. and Taylor 
led with eight rebound* 
The Colonel, then fell 61-57 to 
Tech, whom they had beaten earlier 
thia season, at the Hooper Eblen 
Center on Monday. 
The Colonels played dose to the 
Golden Eagles from start to finish. 
but none of their five leads was 
larger than three points 
Tech took the lead for good at 
53-51 with 3:56 to play. Tech was led 
by Stephen Kite's 19 points and Jon 
Miller's 12 points and 10 rebounds. 
The Golden Eagles shot 62.7 per 
cent, while the Colonels hit 50.9 per- 
cent from the field. Tech won the 
battle of the boards 33-24. 
McGill led the Colonels with 20 
points, his best output as a Colonel. 
Spence. Taylor and DeCamillia each 
scored 10. 
At tonight's game with 
Morehead. 4.000 disposable razors 
will be given away in conjunction 
with "Shave Morehead Night" and 
the regional finals of the Schick 
Super Hoops 3 on 3 Basketball 
Tournament for intramural teams 
The game will alao mark the laat 
Alumni Coliseum appearance for 
seniors DeCamillis and Gary Powell. 
Zips host tourney 
ou adjust or you quit," Shelton     ■      i i l  t  l  t , t l  r.     she said. 
Lady Colonels close season Saturday 
By Mike Marsee huildirur what would ho an 1 l.nnint       A4 9 narrani n( ii. .kn>. m i .       i      i ,, i ars  
Sports editor 
The university's women's basket- 
ball team lost two games on its final 
road trip of the year as they sank 
further into the Ohio Valley Con- 
ference cellar. 
Losses to Middle Tennessee State 
University and Tennessee 
Technological University, left the 
team with an 8-16 overall record and 
a conference mark of 1-12. 
The Lady Colonels will wrap up 
the regular season with a home 
game at 7:30 p.m. Saturday against 
Morehead State University. 
The Colonels were handed a 99-85 
loss to MTSU on the first leg of the 
road trip in Murfreesboro, Tenn. 
The teams kept the score close un- 
til the midway point of the first half, 
when   the  Lady   Raiders   began 
b il ing t l  be 1-poi t 
halftime lead at 50-39. 
MTSU opened a 22-point lead at 
70-48 with 12:16 to play in the 
game. The Lady Colonels closed the 
gap to 10 points with 1:44 remain- 
ing, but there was not enough time 
to complete the comeback. 
The Lady Colonels' Tina Reece led 
all scorers in the game with 26 
points, and Angela Fletcher added 
18. Fletcher and Margy Shelton 
each had 10 rebounds.V- 
The Lady Colonels outrebounded 
the Lady Raiders 44-37. 
MTSU had six players score in 
double figures, led by Cyndi 
Lindley's 18 points. Tawanya 
Mucker added 17, and Lori Gross 
dished out 11 assists 
The Lady Colonels shot 44.1 
cent from the field, while MTS" 
lix-i 
sphi hit 
54.2 percent of its shots. 
In Monday's game at Tech, the 
Golden Eaglettes dominated the en- 
tire game. The Lady Colonels were 
taken out early, as they trailed 46-30 
at halftime. 
The Lady Colonels got no closer 
in the second half, as Tech expand- 
ed its lead to a high of 29 points. 
Once again, a Lady Colonel led all 
scorers in the game. Fletcher shot 
12 of 22 from the field for 26 points. 
Reece, who scored 12 points, was 
the only other Lady Colonel to hit 
double figures. 
Carla Coffey led the team in re- 
bounding with nine. 
Cheryl Taylor led the Golden 
Eaglettes in scoring with 23 points, 
followed by Chris Moye with 22. 
Tsylor cleaned 14 rebounds while 
Moye had 10. 
Tech set a new school record for 
assists in a game with 36, led by 
Moye's 16 assists. 
The Lady Colonels posted a field 
goal percentage of 45.6 percent, but 
the Golden Eaglettes shot 67.6 
percent. 
Tourney to be held 
The Colonels volleyball team will 
participate in a United States 
Volleyball Association-sponsored 
tournament beginning at 9 a.m. 
Saturday at Weaver Gymnasium. It 
is free snsropen to the public 
Progreaa ataf f report 
Murray State's reign at the top of 
the Ohio Valley Conference men's 
basketball standings was short- 
lived, as it was passed by Middle 
Tennessee and Akron. 
Those two schools have com- 
pleted their conference schedules, 
and they will end the year as 
co-champions. 
Akron defested Murray and 
Austin Peay over the weekend, 
while MTSU won over the Colonels 
and Morehead State. Murray also 
lost to Youngs town State and drop- 
ped out of contention for the title. 
Akron will be awarded the right 
to hoat the semifinals and finals of 
the OVC tournament based on ita 
head-to-head results against the 
Blue Raiders. 
Because four schools still have 
one league game to play, the entire 
tournament field ia not set yet. 
What is known ia that Akron will 
have a first round bye before 
boating the final two rounds at JAR 
Arena on March 6 and 7. 
MTSU will play as the No. 2 seed. 
and will host the seventh-place Col- 
onels in the first round on Monday. 
Tennessee Tech is guaranteed a 
sixth-place finish, and Morehead ia 
assured of finishing last and miss- 
ing the OVC tournament. 
The other three positions are still 
up in the air. Austin Peay, Murray 
and Youngstown State will fill out 
third, fourth and fifth place based 
on this weekend's games. 
MTSU has clinched the women's 
title and wil host the conference 
tournament, which will be played 
Mar. 4-6. Tech and Youngstown 
have also wrapped up spots in the 
four-team field. 
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Team 
opens 
season 
By Mike MUM* 
Sport* editor 
While moot of us hove been 
fighting February a chil. the univer- 
sity'* baseball team ho* been 
preparing for the upcoming season. 
The Colonels, who hove been on 
the field only three times become of 
the mud and snow, open the season 
with Saturday and Sunday 
doubleheaders at Western Carolina 
University. 
The Colonel* hove been picked by 
o national collegiate baseball 
publication to win the Ohio Valley 
Conference for the third straight 
year. 
Lost year, the team set a school 
record for wins, finishing the season 
with a 42-29 record and a trip to the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association tournament. The Col- 
onels were ranked 27th in the 
country. 
As a result, Coach Jim Word said 
no odded pressure comas with being 
picked to repeat in the OVC. "To 
win the OVC has always been our 
primary goal." he said 
"I feel pretty good about our at- 
titude toward work and our desire 
right now." Ward said. 
He also said he expected 
Morehead State University to pro- 
vide the strongest challenge of the 
teams in theOVC's North Division. 
The Colonels return much of the 
punch from last year's squad, which 
hod o team batting average of .340. 
The 25 man roster features an ab- 
normal load of catchers. Brad Brian, 
who missed last season with a her 
niated disc, leads a battalion of five 
catchers that includes returnees Joe 
Demus and Todd Guilliams and 
recruits Dole Davis and Steve 
Smith. 
Ward looks to Brian for the bulk 
of the catching. "If he con catch 
two-thirds of our games, he'll be a 
big asset," Word said. 
Senior Clay Elawick, who returns 
at first base, is already the univer- 
Baseball, track title 
among loose ends 
We're cutting off a few looee ends 
this week. *o don't get in the woy 
i of the ocioooT*. 
^ • • • 
It's ha—boll time ot the universi- 
ty, and Coach Jim Word'* troops 
or* looking for another Ohio Valley 
Conference crown. They're picked to 
win, and they probably will. 
Word is also looking to put some 
students in the seats It's hard to 
believe that a winning program and 
• worm spring day aren't enough to 
fill the bleachers. 
Ward said door price* will once 
again be awarded during game* ot 
Turkey Hughes Field. He is also 
considering other nifty promotions 
to get you fired up for the home 
team. We'll keep you posted. 
• • • 
Congratulation* are in order for 
the women's track team, winners of 
yet another OVC indoor champion- 
ship last weekend. 
The women are also sending at 
least two, and probably more, 
athletes to the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association indoor 
championship. 
The men's team should also be 
commended for it* showing. It 
wasn't a win, but it was apparently 
Out 
in left field 
They're serious hauls, and no coach 
would wont two such trip* in the 
.M Mike Marsee 
a good performance for a team 
that's short on both depth and foot- 
ball players 
• • • 
Monday'* men'* basketball action 
in the OVC solved all the important 
variable* in next week's conference 
tournament 
It couldn't hove been too comfor- 
ting for the Colonel*, after losing by 
10 points at Middle Tennessee State 
University to learn they must 
return nine days later to ploy their 
first-round game Monday. It's os if 
someone forgot hi* •hoes. 
A win in Murfreesboro send* the 
Colonel* to the University of Akron 
for the last two round* at the end 
of the week. 
Those   ore  not  mere  joyrideo. 
But it sure beats staying at home. 
• • • 
Spooking of Akron, the Zip* ore 
one of the season's big surprises. 
The coaches pocked them seventh, 
and now they're co-champions and 
hooting the conference tourney. 
Maybe the coaches were ju*t hop- 
ing the Zips placed seventh so they 
wouldn't hove to moke an extra trip 
to the froaan North. 
• * • 
Now for our leaders' answers to 
the burning question: What sport 
features the beet athletes? We ask 
ed you two weeks ago, and we got 
a whopping eight replies. Yes. eight 
But 111 give you o break. Maybe 
you all were stuck in * jail or a 
hospital or an elevator. Or o class. 
Anywsy, basketball received 
votes from three of you who said the 
hoops gome baa the best athlete*. 
That'* our winner, folks. 
Volleyball was runner-up with two 
votes, and boxing and gymnastics 
received one vote each. One vote 
wo* split between soccer and joi- 
alai. Thanks to those who answered. 
Look for my next poll in 1994. 
Bob Moranda and catcher Brad Brian practice 
sity's all-time leader in home runs 
and RBIs. 
"To me, he looks like * better hit- 
ter now than he was a year ago." 
Word said. 
Second baseman Frank Kremblas 
and shortstop Marc Seimer, both 
freshmen, may step into the middle 
infield. But Ward said senior Mike 
Morrisey. who ha* been plagued 
with an arm injury, could claim se- 
cond base. 
Third base could be the position 
most in doubt. The remaining in 
fielders are Buddy Bernard, Tim 
Redmon and Bob Scannell. 
Center fielder Robert Moore 
returns to the outfield. Moore hit 
.391 a* a freshman last year and was 
in the nation's top three with 26 
doubles. "He's a quality player," 
Ward said. t 
Senior Bob Moranda, whom Ward 
called a "solid offensive player," 
returns in left field. Sophomore 
Tony Weyrich will play right field, 
and Scott Privitera will see action 
in the outfield and as a lefthanded 
designated hitter. 
Ed Norkus and Jeff Cruse will 
lead an improved pitching staff. 
Transfer Rusty Clark, and freshmen 
Jimmy Miles. Brod Walker and 
Randy White join returnees 
Jamieoon Giefer. Sam Holbrook and 
Joel Stockford on the staff. 
"We think they're going to be » 
solid." Word said. 
Norkus and Cruse ore scheduled 
to start in Saturday's twinbill, and 
Clark and Holbrook wfll start on 
Sunday. 
Murray wins tennis tourney 
Progreoo *toff report 
The university's women'* tennis 
team played it* first tournament of 
the spring season last weekend ot 
the Greg Adams Building, but it 
wo* Murray State University that 
enjoyed the moat success. 
Murray woman war* first in every 
bracket in the EKU Invitational. 
As for the Colonels, Coach Sandra 
Martin said she saw improvement 
not reflected in the scores, but she 
indicated there was room for more. 
The singles player advancing 
farthest in her bracket wo* No. 4 
player Dee Cannon. 
Cannon defeated a player from 
Wort Virginia University to ad- 
vance to the final of the winner's 
bracket, where she was beaten by a 
Murray player. She than defaulted 
in the consolation final. 
No. 2 Laura Hesselbrock and No. 
3 Jeanie Woldron were the only 
other Colonels to post a victory in 
a singles match. 
Each Colonel doubles team also 
captured at least one match. The 
No. 1 team of Waldron and Cannon 
advanced to the winner's bracket 
final. 
Martin said the Cokmels wore 
playing "excellent doubles." 
She also said the Colonel* show- 
ed progress in areas they hod been 
working on. "We still need to be 
more conaiatant," she said. 
She noted the improved singles 
ploy of Pam Wise at No. 1 single*. 
"She began to show some of the 
talent oho has," she said. 
The Colonel* will hoot three 
schools in round-robinplay Friday 
and Saturday at the Greg Adams 
Building. 
Pi Phis Congratulate Their New 
Pledges 
Carolyn Adrock 
Kim Akers 
Susan Davis 
Suzanne Echternacht 
Sonya flias 
Tracey Lafferty 
1 iftany I eonhardt 
Karen Lowry 
janey P^nwell 
Dee Wiegandt 
Kim Young 
. 
Initiates 
Tina Arrington 
Anne Ballard 
Sara Church 
Linda Dagen 
Shay Fitzgerald 
Mary Beth Hart 
Julie James 
Laura Lee Kersey 
Janet Mitchell 
Dana Ruble 
Stace Thomas 
Vicki Vanzant 
Sue Gladding 
O'RILEY'S 
PUB 
• 
Monday: Hourly Specials 
Tuesday: 3 for 1, 7- 9 p.m. A 2 for 1, 9 - 12 p.m. 
Wednesday: Lades Night, special prices and no cover charge 
Thursday: Ice Tea $2.75 
> 
Friday and Saturday 6 - 9 
$1 Pitchers and 3 for 1 4 
4  No Cover Charge 
A Videos-see the music 
♦ 
NOW OPEN 
♦ 
lC®fiTa Live at 5-7p.m. Fri. February 28 
♦ 
EKU Rugby vs. UK Sat. March 1 
1 p.m. at the Intramural Field, 
Sponsored by Baja Canting 
Support the team and receive a 
ticket for one free Beverage 
Beverage specials 4-8 
Well Beverages 2 for 1 
Call Beverages 2 for 1 
99« JUMBOS 
S&MUGS 
FREE 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER 
MUNCHIES 
I 273 Water Street 
Formerly Ziggies 
PHONE 6234061 
A    
io>V 
DAILY SPECIALS 
50* Cans all night Mon 
75« Well Beverages,Tue.4-8 
Wednesday Ladies Night 
Vt price Ladies only 
Thursday Call Night 4-8 
25'Frosty Mugs, Fri. 4-8 
Frozen Beverages $1.50 
all night Sat. 
DRESS FOR SUCCESS. 
Now that you're finishing school, 
you're beginning a whole new way of 
life To be a success in the real world, 
you need a job that lives up to your 
potential 
As a Naval officer, you get the 
management experience and ' 
leadership opportunity that makes a 
big difference in any career 
In operations and management, 
in the scientific and technical fields, 
training and duty assignments for 
Naval officers are designed to make 
the best use of their professional 
development. 
Naval officers earn solid starting 
salaries with additional allowances 
adding more to their income, and 
benefits like free medical and dental 
care, thirty days' paid vacation each 
year, and opportunities for post-     . 
graduate education. 
Minimum qualifications are a BA 
or BS degree. U.S. citizenship and 
security clearance. You must not 
have reached your 29th birthday by 
commissioning, and you must pass 
an aptitude and physical test 
Local navy Officer Representatives will be on 
the Eastern Kentucky University Campus 
March 4 • 5. 1986 interviewing for the follow- 
ing positions: 
- Pilot Naval Flight Officers 
- Engineers 
- Supply Corps Officers 
- Surface Warfare Officers 
- Nurses 
- Allied Health Professionals 
- Medical and Dental Scholarships 
Please contact the Eastern Kentucky University Placement Office for interview times or stop 
by the Student Center Conference Room D to discuss future employment opportunities with 
a Navy Officer Representative If unable to attend during interview times, call (collect) 
502-583-9803 daily after 9 am. 
MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY 
NAVY OFFICERS LEAD THE ADVENTURE ' 
( 
People poll 
wncf lUnomg w owinonng TOT iwgnvr wwawon, 
wh»r- do you to* tt» budget could b« trtmnwd at 
By Rob Cm 
n * 
A 
4i 
Moore 
Dan  Nordloh,  sophomore, 
Wright, psychology 
Fort 
"Cut funding in intramurals, 
because the gyma are never open 
when you need them anyway." 
Melody Moore, aophomore. Mt. 
Sterling, elementary education 
"The       overabundance 
maintenance workers.'' 
of 
Passmore Laitu 
Eddie Pawnore. Junior. Miami. 
Fla., technical horticulture 
"Too many people, too few posi- 
tions, but athletica shouldn't suffer 
as long as the money they receive is 
distributed  equally  among   the 
various sports." 
Jim Laitta, Junior. Reiateratown, 
Md., psychology 
"The women's tennis team." 
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Fungi attack 
ly system 
in itchy way 
Monica   Covington.   aophomore, 
Louisville, hnaiaeas management 
"In the police force, because there 
is an overabundance of them." 
Kyle   A.   Thatch. 
Louisville, music 
freshman, 
"Athletics should be put on the 
shelf and the arts programs and the 
more detailed programs should be 
supplied with more funds." 
Covmgton Thatch 
Dianne      Hickman,      aenior, 
Louisville,    medical    assisting 
technology 
"In the remodeling of buildings, 
because a lot of it is unnecessary." 
Clarence Claypoole, junior, Mt. 
Sterling, art 
should cut back on the toy 
Hickman Claypoole 
Road unlucky for young lovers 
A warm breeze blew through her 
hair. She remembered only one 
other February when the 
temperatures reached up in the 60s. 
Little White Skunk gazed around 
the field to see if anyone was follow- 
ing. She just wanted to get away 
from everyone, even if for an hour. 
She was tired of her mother's nag- 
ging. Her bed was never clean 
enough. She always ate her food too 
fast. Nothing was ever right. 
Even her name was a setback for 
Little White Skunk. She despised 
the sound and the connotations it 
implied. 
She felt like a freak of nature 
because of that name. 
Little White Skunk realized she 
was different from the others. Her 
complexion was far more fair than 
anyone else's. 
As she walked through the tall 
dry grass, the birds serenaded her 
with the sweetest songs she ever 
heard. 
Little White Skunk had other 
reasons for taking a walk. In a few 
minutes she waa to meet with her 
special secret friend. 
Stinking Bear was the son of the 
leader of the rival tribe from the 
West. She just couldn't understand 
why her two families fought. Stink- 
ing Bear was so kind an cfhis family 
couldn't be any different. 
Little White Skunk looked ahead 
My turn 
Suzanne Staley 
and saw a figure off in the distance. 
She knew it was Stinking Bear by 
the way he hopped up and down as 
he ran. .- 
She watched as he crossed the big 
stream with ease. Little White 
Skunk feared* the stream. It had 
taken the lives of so many of her 
ancestors. 
The currents of the stream were 
very swift. Only the very strong 
could make it safely across to the 
other side. 
Little White Skunk could not 
understand how Stinking Bear 
crossed the stream without seeming 
to notice. 
Stinking Bear ran up to Little 
White Skunk and embraced her. She 
felt on top of the world. 
The couple walked up the hill and 
looked out across the river. 
"We're gang to live over there 
someday. No one will ever tell us 
who to hate or love," he reassured 
her. 
"But now, watch this," he yelled 
as he t&gan running to the edge of 
the hill* 
Little White Skunk watched 
Stinking Bear rolled head over heals 
down to the bottom. He stood up 
and staggered around for a bit. 
"Come on - it's your turn," he 
screamed. 
She shook her head and laughed. 
There was no way she was going to 
get sick. She ran down the hill and 
embraced him once again. 
"Run away with me now. I know 
you hate your life," be said. 
She pondered the idea for a mo- 
ment. All of her dreams could final- 
ly come true But in the back of her 
mind she knew she wasn't ready for 
such a big commitment 
Little White Skunk triad to im- 
agine what nfe would be like living 
with Stinking Bear. 
There would be no mother con- 
stantly nagging at her every action 
and reaction. No relatives would 
make her perform meaningless 
tasks. m 
She could do whatever she 
wanted, whenever she wanted. 
"I can't. I am too afraid," she 
said. 
"Don't be scared. It's what you 
want, don't you," he asked. 
"Well - I'm just not ready yet." 
The smile and radiance of Stink- 
ing Bear's face turned to a frown of 
rejection. He turned and walked off 
toward to the stream. 
: Bear crossed the stream 
without looking back. 
"Wait." criedLittle White Skunk. 
Stinking Beaii stopped and turn- 
ed around. 
"I'll go. I can't live without you 
anymore," she screamed. 
Currents on both sides of the 
stream were strong. little White 
Skunk was determined to cross. 
Stinking Bear made crossing look so 
easy. So why am I so frightened? 
she asked herself. 
Stinking Bear watched as Little 
White Skunk stepped out onto the 
pavement. 
The flow of metal was too swift 
for Little White Skunk and she froze 
in the middle. 
"No, don't stop," screamed Stink- 
ing Bear. He watched as s large rub- 
ber tire rolled over Little White 
Skunk. 
Stinking Bear ran out to see Lit- 
tle White Skunk without taking any 
notice of the fast currant of the 
stream. 
A second later, Stinking Bear was 
hit by a large pickup truck. 
Both drivers and passengers curs- 
ed the awful stench of the two skunk 
carcasses lymg in the middle of 1-76. 
• it ie 
"I bad a virus" is a quote we often 
hear. Viruses and bacteria are well- 
known causes of diseases and infec- 
tions. Another frequent cause of 
dissasea is a class of organisms 
known as fungi. 
Fungi are molds or yeast that are 
prevalent in the environment. Keep 
a piece of food long enough in s 
warm, damp place and mold ap- 
pears. Sourdough bread is made 
from a starter that gets yeast from 
the air. 
The good thing about fungi is that 
some can be: eaten, such as 
mushrooms; alter foods, as in 
cheese; produce beverages such as 
beer and ale, and fight bacteria as 
with penicillin. The bad thing is that 
they can grow on or invade the body 
and cause diseases. 
There are many fungal diseases 
that attack the body system, but 
the ones most prevalent among col- 
lege students are the ones that in- 
fest the skin. 
The infestations are commonly 
called ringworm, athlete's foot and 
jock itch. Yeast usually invade the 
mucous membrane, but can also in- 
vade the skin, particularly when the 
skin is damaged. 
Ringworm is caused by various 
fungal infestations and presents as 
s scaly, circular lesion. As it grows, 
it spreads out with raised borders 
and tends to clear in the center. The 
raised border gives it s worm-like 
appearance, hence the name worm 
(no worm is involved.) 
It is classified by the site of in- 
volvement: ringworm of the scalp; 
ringworm of the body; Nngworm of 
the foot or athlete's foot iringworm 
of the groin or jockvjtcp, and 
ringworm of the nails. 
Ringworm of the body is a fre- 
quent infestation of students and 
IMi ins as ligjjvklual i Iniilai laajims 
It may be carried by humans and 
animals. An epidemic often can be 
traced to a stray kitten. 
Athlete's foot is one of the most 
common ringworm infestations. It 
is more prevalent among young, ac- 
tive people - especially athletes. 
Moisture from perspiration in addi- 
tion to the body heat provides an 
ideal environment for the growth of 
the fungus. Shower stalls and locker 
rooms are places where the fungus 
frequents. 
Another fungus prevalent in the 
active college student is jock itch. 
It occurs in the groin area as a light 
brown or reddish eruption with s 
Health notes 
t Dr. Judith Hood 
scaly border. Irritation to the area 
from sweat and rubbing upon exer- 
cise can encourage jock itch. 
It affects women ss well as men. 
Although usually confined to the 
groin area, it may grow in other 
areas where there are folds of skin 
such aa in the armpits and under the 
breasts. 
The yeast infection is a frequent 
cause of vsginitis in the female and 
can also be a cause of jock itch in the 
male. 
In the female, the vagina is a nor- 
mal habitat of yeast of monilia 
There may be an overgrowth of the 
fungus when there is a change in the 
surface of the vagina Changes can 
be due to hormonal fluctuations 
that occur with menses or with the 
pill, dietary alterations, diseases 
such as diabetes, or pregnancy. 
The taking of antibiotics may kill 
normal bacteria that protect the 
mucous membranes or lining of the 
vagina, therefore allowing an 
overgrowth of the fungus. Symp- 
toms are itching and burning, par- 
ticularly with urination. A thick 
white, cheesy discharge may be pre- 
sent. This infection can be sexually 
transmitted. 
The important factor is preven- 
tion which can be achieved by tak- 
ing these simple precautions: 
v Bathe daily and dry yourself 
completely with your own clean 
towel; 
•'Wear clean absorbent 
underwear and socks, change daily 
or more often when engaging in 
sports; 
s Wear clothes that are loose and 
do not trap moisture; 
•'Do not go barefooted around 
the locker room, showers or in the 
dorms; 
.'Do not borrow socks or 
clothing, and 
.'Wear lightweight shoes that 
allow air to circulate. Avoid 
sneakers for street wear. 
 IIIIIII mnm 
Spring BreaCCount Down 
2 Weeks left 
Reduced Semester Rates for full Membership 
Wolff System Tanning 10 visits $29.95 Single visit $3.50| 
Call for an appointment 
Extended hours fdj your convenience 
Foley Plaza, Big Mill Avenue 
Phone 624-0117 
nm mmn 
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VIDEO FANTASTIC 
aim PorMr Cjr. a)umli«i ii Miita Plaza 
VCR & S MOVIEB 
S7.99 
ONI  NIGHT 
WITH AD ONI r 
MON THUR 
■ VCR a a MOVIES 
© 
lunday only 
Nowv open  Sundays 
rani 
1iOO p.m. - BiOO  p.m. 
i iihmiiiiiiimiii 
The Sun is Now 
Closer to Your Home! 
THRIFTY DUTCHMAN MOTEL 
24 HOUR TANNING CENTER 
230 Eastern By-Pass 
Richmond. KY 
(606)623-8813 
Each bed equipped with wolff's 
NU VELLARIUM Bulb 
The BEST bulb in Richmond 
Total Privacy. Each bed is 
in a private room with shower, washroom 
mirrors, t.v., and stereo. 
Introductory Prices 
Single Session $3.00 **• 
Five Sessions $12.95 
Ten Sessions $21.95 
Prices Expire 2-28-66 
OPEN 24 HOURS/7 DAYS 
THE AIR FORCE 
NEEDS COLLEGE GRADUATES 
The Air Force has immediate openings for college graduates 
Your bachelor's degree could qualify you for an exciting and 
challenging position aa an Air Force officer. Then commission- 
ed you'll receive a minimum starting salary of $18,400 plus 30 
days of vacation with pay each year, complete medical and den- 
tal care, graduate educational opportunities and much more. 
Serve yourself while you serve your country. Be an Air Force 
officer. 
For more information contact M.Sgt Dennis Underwood at 
(502) 582-6288 or stop by and see us at the Eastern Kentucky 
University Student Union Feb. 24 through 28 between 10 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. 
^ 
AIR 
"mi-! 
Z> 
A great way of life. 
Judy's Precision Cut JZeauty Salon 
Reg. $35 perm now $20 
includes cut and conditioner 
Haircuts 
$6.00 w/free shampoo 
come by and register for a chance to win a free perm 
or haircut during our Grand Opening 
227 W. Irvine St. (Denny Insurance Agency) 
623-0557 for appointments 
walk-ins are welcome! 
Judy Geater - owner 
"it's the cut that counts/" 
With      ~ 
>^ " l| M >him H c *) 
Soft Contact 
Lenses* (oil 
tausch&Lomb 
Now's the perfect time to see 
how a great new eye color can 
enhance your appearance. With 
NaturalTint Soft Contact Lenses. 
They can enhance or change 
your eye color dramatically- 
even if you don't need visjon 
correction. Just ceme in for a trial 
fitting of the four fashionable 
tinted lenses and see the differ- 
ence f6r yourself Call today for an 
appointment. 
/ 
Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C4.. Da>is 
Dr. William Reynolds 
•COMPLETE EYE CARE» 
"DOWNTOWN'' 
228 West Main St. 
Richmond. Ky. 
623-3358 
Let Professionals Care for You 
Mon.    Sat. 8:30 a.m.    5:00 p.m. 
Alumni 
pledge 
money 
B, Phil Bowttat 
News Editor 
Currently, the university is mak- 
ing an effort to raiaa 116,000 for its 
annual alumni fund. 
This is the first year the universi- 
ty is MUM use of a phonothon to 
raise money for its alumni funds, ac- 
cording to Mary Ellen Shuntich. 
coordinator for annual support in 
the Division of Development. 
The project, titled Phonothon '86, 
is a step in another direction for con- 
tacting alumni, said Shuntich In in- 
stances at other schools it haa been 
very successful, she said. 
Volunteers will be making calls 
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays 
through Thursdays. The phonothon 
will continue for a total of 16 nights. 
coming to an end March 13. 
During the 16-day drive, callers 
will be in contact with 6,000 
members of the university's alum- 
ni. The target audience for this 
year's drive will be those alumni liv- 
ing in central Kentucky. 
"We are calling only alumni, and 
of the 60,000 members, we are only 
trying to reach those in the area at 
this time," said Shuntich. 
Each night of the phonothon is 
volunteered by a different fraterni- 
ty or sorority, said Shuntich. "In 
return for the students' volunteered 
time, free meals have been donated 
by local restaurants," she said. 
"A lot of the schools across the 
country and in Kentucky have been 
using phonothons," said Schuntich. 
"It's getting to be the thing to do." 
The new program was coor- 
, dinated by the Division of Develop- 
ment. "We have had tremendous 
cooperation with local businesses 
donating items for prizes for the 
callers," said Shuntich. 
Over 60 local businesses have 
donated the food and prizes to serve 
M incentives for those calling, said 
Shuntich This is an attempt to keep 
callers from getting discouraged 
during the calling period, she said. 
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Lack of cable system 
hampers TV reception 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Junior Mike Watson heJps in Phonothon '86 
During Sunday night's call ses- 
sion, the Kappa Delta sorority ex- 
ceeded its S 1,000 goal and was able 
to obtain pledges totaling 11,370. 
Success flowed over into the calls 
done by the Kappa Alpha fraterni- 
ty on Monday night with a total of 
$1,280 in pledges. 
"The alumni seem to enjoy hear- 
ing from and talking to us," said 
Shuntich. "It is shout what we ex- 
pected with an average of a $25 
pledge." 
Money raised by the phonothon 
ss part of the Alumni Annual Fund 
will go toward student scholarships 
and academic programs. "It will 
also supplement general opersting 
costs that government funds do not 
provide for," said Shuntich. 
Although the program haa had 
great success in the first few days, 
Shuntich said it would be unlikely 
for it to be held more than once per 
year. "We have been working on it 
since last October and it would be 
too much work to do it more than 
once," she said. 
"The Student Alumni Association 
has been s big part of helping," said 
Shuntich. "The presidents of 
Panhellenic and Interfraternity 
helped by organizing atudent 
callers." 
Sixteen fraternities and sororities 
are scheduled to participate in the 
program. According to Shuntich, 
the cooperation of the volunteer 
callers is an essential part of mak- 
ing the program successful. 
According to Shuntich,the pro- 
gram is also helping to educate the 
public and alumni of how funding is 
spent and the necessity of it for cer- 
tain programs. Without the alumni 
donations, many of the scholarships 
would no longer be in existence, she 
said. 
By T. Elaine Baker 
Staff writer 
Wrestling with the television's 
antenna and angling the set just so- 
so are familiar tactics dorm 
residents use when trying to get s 
good TV signal. 
According to Fred KoUoff. the 
director of the university's Division 
of Television and Radio, installing 
cable television in dorm rooms 
would be one solution to the bad 
reception problem. However, he said 
he doubts if anything will happen 
along those lines for a long time. 
"You're looking at a major project 
that's not impossible but it would 
be very, very expensive," K oil off 
said. He added that no figures on 
the coat are available yet. 
KoUoff said the dorm rooms 
presently have no direct cable 
system. He said students can pick 
up the three Lexington channels. 36, 
27, 18 and channel 46, which is the 
educational channel. 
"Currently, all that'a available is 
what the students bring in 
themselves like antennas and 
receivers. And because of the steel 
and concrete in some1 dorms, you 
have to be on the 'right' aide to pick 
up anything," KoUoff said. 
KoUoff said installing cable to in- 
dividual dorm rooms would involve 
extensive work within the dorms' 
walls. 
"Moat donna were built a long 
time ago and they have a pipe or 
conduit running through their walls. 
That pipe would have to distribute 
the cable into each room and that 
would involve drilling through ce- 
ment and all sorts of things," 
KoUoff said 
KoUoff said the^iniversity has a 
cable system they reprocess from 
Centel Cable Television Co. in 
Richmond. 
"The TVs in the dorm lobbies and 
recreation rooms get the 12 chan- 
nels Eastern provides; so do the 
classrooms and some of Brockton," 
he said. 
The stations the university pro- 
vides, according to KoUoff, are: the 
three  Lexington channels:  Cable 
Newa Network; independent chan- 
nela 41 from Louisville and 19 from 
Cincinnati; superstations WTBS 
and USA; Kentucky Educational 
Televiaon; Entertainment and 
Sports Programming Network; 
Music Television, and the premium 
movie channel, Showtime. 
"Channels 2, 3, 4 and 6 are used 
mostly during the dsy for instruc- 
tional TV, but when they're not in 
use, they're switched to ESPN, 
CNN. channel 41 and channel 19," 
KoUoff said. 
KoUoff added that the Brockton 
housing for married and indepen- 
dent students receive aU the univer- 
sity channels except Showtime. 
*^People in trailers have called ua 
before, but we teU them they have 
to go through Eastern's csble 
system for it," said Cynthia Cevia, 
manager of Centel Cable. No dorm 
residents have ceiled the offices 
wanting cable, she said. 
"I guess they realize we don't 
have anything to do with the cable 
over there," said Cevia. 
City residents can receive Cental's 
basic package of 28 channels for 
$9.25 per month while the rate is 
lowered to $8 for county residents. 
Providing cable television to dorm 
rooms haa been proposed in the 
peat, but KoUoff said it haa never 
reached a serious planning stage 
Its the land of thing that con 
up periodically, like every five or six 
years." KoUoff said. 
Jim Keith the director of com- 
munications st the university, said 
his office is formulating a question- 
naire which wiU be sent to students 
in the near future. 
"There will be some questions per- 
taining to cable TV and if students 
would be wiling to pay for it," Keith 
said. 
"We don't have any figures on 
how much money would be involv- 
ed, but we may be organizing a com- 
mittee to look into the possibilities 
of cable," Keith added 
Other universities offer cable ser- 
vices st additional costs or work it 
into general student fees. 
Students at Morahead State 
University receive basic cable and 
The Movie Channel for no additional 
charge. Students at the University 
of Kentucky can pay an extra 
charge to get cable services. 
News capsule 
Health workshop 
to be held 
Individual health and stress 
management will be the topic of 
several workshops on weUness to be 
held through April 21. 
The next workshop is set for 
March 3 and will be conducted by 
Dr. Herman Bush, chairman of the 
Department of Health 
For more information on the 
workahops   contact    Bush    at 
622-1142. 
Co-op seminar 
to be held 
How to make the moat of your 
work environment will be the topic 
of a —™IT sponsored by the 
cooperative education department 
March 1. 
The registration fee is $26, which 
includes lunch. For more informa- 
tion contact Wendy Warner or 
Shelia Smith at 622-1300. 
TOTAL BODY 
FITNESS CENTER 
■Acuibm    Du'H • Clo>t*t 
•PaJ'tonol Instruction 
•Nut' ilionol Counifling 
•Hot Tub 
•No Ns»#>d for long T«rm M«mh«'thip 
$2 
Shape up for Spring Break 
M4-MS1 
401 Gibson Lane. Richmond 
Student Special Thru Fab. 28, 1M6 
$S OFF PRICE OF HAIRCUT-STYLE 
$3 OFF HAIRCUT ONLY 
Offer Valid with Student I.D. 
HIS,    G*o<(» tl'MI 
Rrtlvno'Mj    »'  404JS 
It0tl«l)  ItS I 
l&U t Nii«r  W.i, 
Classifieds 
WANTED: Nurses aid and sit- NEED* EXTRA CASH? Bring 
ters   w/car.   Flexible   hours, cassettes, records, stereos, lug 
Caretendera 1726 Harrodaburg gage, china, appliances, stuffed 
Rd.   Suite   200B.   Lexington, animals,   curios,   paperbacka, 
276-6369. jewelry, anything of value to 
a-******************! fht Village Peddler, next to 
\IK(; WAI.I.ACh   Happy 22nd penMyu Downtown. WE BUY 
llirthdny... A.O.I, Wags. STUFF! 62.1-8963. 
mwwwwwwwwwwwwwvwwww* ****##***###-*'**"#*#*- 
Kobbin. You arc mv lif*' and I .-  _        . .,      «, .   „       . 
love you. John. ^c^°"al^.8   Gimme-A-Break 
******************* 2sL **?*? !2r   K - 
2 Bedroom Apt.  Reasonable, order of hotcakes^th purchase 
Near       campus.       309       N. of any regul^ drink, firenkfaat 
2nd.623 7770 or 623-3826. hour" '""J' 
Ship   v»ur  packages   UPS  or GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 
Purolalor at Male's Office Supp- ■  $59,230yr.  Now Hiring. Call 
lv.   110 St.  George St..  Rich- 806487-6000 Ext. R-4673 For cur- 
mond. 6240810 rent federal list. 
AVOID DUI's-RIDES to the Bicycles;   Roes   and   Concord. 
Armory Party FROM The Bear Sale and service all makes. Rich- 
und Bull. SI per person; BACK mond Supply 623 1398. 
TO CAMPUS TOO: ******************** 
**w*J*ft.
w?*w*f*y».^y $10-6360  Weekly/Up   Mailing 
Resort   HoteU   CruUe  Liner. CircuUrsl No quoU.T Sincerel? 
and Amusement Parka are now intmmttd J  „U.mdiir~B*d 
accepting   applications   for enve| Succe9(1   PO    Box 
SS2TZ22. '**!£' ZSL 470CE£ Woodstock, IL 60098. plication and information, write: 
Tourism Information Services. ******************** 
PO.   Box  7411   Hilton   Head      IMMIGRATION CONSULTA- 
Island, SC 29938. TION:   Danny   L.   Owens   is 
******************** available to pructiee Immigrn 
CASH • We Buy or Loan Money      lion and  Nationality  Law,  in 
on silver, gold, diamonds, Tv's, eluding student visa and status 
guns, electric typewriters, problems and obtaining faculty 
binoculars, power tools, video lubor certifications. The Fourth 
recorders, guitars, banjos, Floor. 717 West Main Street. 
micro-waves,  class  rings,  etc.      Louisville.   Kentucky    10202. 
JOHNSON DIAMOND EX- (5021886-3084. Member of the 
CHANGE, 717 Big Hill Ave. Immigration and Nationality 
Richmond, 606-623-4535. (All Lawyers Association. Kentucky 
loans handled in a dignified and l»« does nut certify specialities 
strictly confidential manner) "1 legal practice. 
Talk is Cheap! 
tell 'em what 
you want 
in 
the classified ads 
still only: 
$2 per 10 words 
call or come by 
117 Donovan Annex 
622-1872 
deadline Monday 11 a.m. 
Lose The Wait. 
Get In Shape For Retail Management 
In ATop Training Program. 
You're anxious. Ready 
to roll. 
As a management 
trainee at Hills, you'll get 
responsibility and growth, 
last. And you'll he ready. 
Because you're supported with first-class 
training. 
Consider . . you're hacked by 27 years 
and 125 stores spanning II mid-Atlantic states 
(And growing iA.'kl> I 
And consider Hills commitment to pro- 
motion from within. Iliat's not just a promise. 
It's policy. 
Career Advancement Program 
It's OIK- of the most successful training pro- 
grams in the industry. 
And it's thorough. You'll learn everything 
from Operations and Merchandising to oppor- 
tunities in Loss Prevention. 
Thai means freight processing, inventory 
control, security, merchandise display in Hard- 
lines (non apparel items) 
anil So! I lines (fashions). 
There's more. Like 
administration, employee 
relations and management 
development. You'll complete 
the program with the skills and support to get 
your career running snux>thly and successfully. 
How In (Jet In . .. 
When You (Jet Out 
Simply drop oil your resume at\our place- 
ment office and we'll arrange a meeting 
with one of our Personnel Representatives. 
II you quality, you can expect relocation. 
You can expect responsibility and chal- 
lenge. Quickly 
And sou can expect a promising'future 
with a proven success story Hills, 
Or send your resume to the College 
Recruitment Dcpt, Hills Personnel Office. 
15 Dan Road. Canton. MA 02621. 
We'll Be At Your School On March 27. 1986 
^1 !» 
Training • Promoting • Crowing 
/" 
Senate 
favors 
speech 
By Phil Bowling    . 
New* Editor 
A bill calling for an additional 
general education course was read 
and placed on next week's agenda 
during Monday's meeting of Stu- 
dent Senate. 
Sen. Anne AUegrini introduced a 
bill requiring students to take the 
Speech 100 course. The additional 
course would remain in the Sym- 
bolics of Information section of the 
undergraduate catalog's general 
education requirements. 
According to the undergraduate 
catalog, the three-hour course 
makes a study of communication 
through intrapersonal and interper- 
sonal communications, public 
speaking and small group 
communication. 
Currently, the undergraduate 
catalog requires six hours of 
English composition under general 
education. However, students must 
take at least three more hours of 
course material in this area, possibly 
six. 
In Allegrini's bill, she notes the 
importance of communication skills, 
written and oral, as a vital part of 
a college education. The bill calls for 
this requirement to be initiated 
when the 1987 undergraduate 
catalog becomes effective. 
Another bill heard by senate and 
scheduled to appear on the next 
agenda is a call to allocate excess 
funding. Sen. David Wolfzom in- 
troduced a bill to disburse money 
raised during the annual Fall 
Festival. 
"We've cot to do something with 
the money," said Wolfzom. "Right 
now we have a little over 1800." 
Wolf corn's bill would require 
senate to donate $200 to a local 
hospice and place the rest in a 
scholarship fund. The scholarship 
fund would be set up at a later date. 
After senate heard the two bills 
and placed both on next week's 
agenda, a resolution was read by 
Sen. Steve Parsons. 
Parsons introduced a resolution 
designed to bring Student Senate, 
Residence Hall Association and the 
leaders of student organizations 
together in a single meeting. The 
meeting is scheduled to be address- 
ed by university President Dr. H. 
Hanly Funderburk. 
After Vice President Donna 
Lambers and Parsons gave more 
details to the senate, it was passed. 
In a meeting held last week, 
Residence Hall Association 
unanimously approved a similar 
resolution calling for the Student 
Congress to meet on March 31. 
Lambers and RHA Vice President 
Mary Helen Ellis will chair the joint 
session. The groups will be allowed 
to vote on and pass legislation per- 
taining to their organization. 
WindOW SeatS Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
Connie Baker, left, a sophomore elementary education major     chandising major from Somerset. disQJSS their spring break plans 
from Fairfield, Ohio, and Kara Wiles, a freshman fashion mer-     as they sit in a window on the fourth flcibr of the Wallace Building. 
Beam crack cause unknown 
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Student 
costs 
rise 
(Continued from Psge 1) 
Their out-ofetate counterparts paid 
•2,988. Other expenses remaned 
the same. 
A married two-member family of 
students spent the same on tuition, 
fees, books and supplies. These 
students' housing went up to tl,600 
per year, meals to S1.400, transpor- 
tation up to $600 and miscellaneous 
went to $1,000. 
An additional $760 was allotted 
for each additional family member. 
Student* across campus said they 
had various reactions and budgets. 
Anita Edwards, 18, a sophomore 
real estate major from Booneville, 
said her biggest expense each year 
is housing. 
"What coat me the most was this 
private room," she said. Edwards 
chose to move to Combs Hall from 
off-campus and elected to stay in a 
private room. 
Food was her second largest ex- 
penditure. "It's too much trouble to 
walk to the Powell Building when 
it's cold. It's easier to drive out to 
a fast-food restaurant." 
Edwards said she receives about 
$50 each week through a combina- 
tion of work-study and money from 
her parents. 
"I spend money as fast as I can 
get my hands on it." she said. 
By Scott Maadl 
Contributing writer 
The cause of a cracked structural 
beam which caused the closing of 
Walters Hall's second story date 
lounge remains unknown, according 
to Chad Middle ton, director of 
Physical Plant. 
The beam was repaired while the 
university was closed during the 
Christmas holidays. 
"No'uody has really been able to 
tell us just exactly why it happen- 
ed, but it happened and we were able 
to get it repaired," said Middleton. 
The laminated wood beam 
originally cracked in 1984, shortly 
before the * beginning of the fall 
semester. At that time, support 
jacks were put into place on both 
the lower and upper levels of the 
lobby. 
Dean of Student Life Jeannette 
Crockett said a decision was made 
at that time to close the date lounge 
on the upper level until the cause of 
the   beam's  cracking  could   be 
determined 
Although several engineers came 
on campus to inspect the beams dur- 
ing the 1984-1985 academic year, no 
conclusion was reached as to the 
causs of the beam's failure 
Despite the uncertainty, Crockett 
said Middleton assured her this past 
fall that the lobby was "absolutely" 
safe to use with the jacks in place 
and so the date lounge was reopen- 
ed for the 1986 fall semester. 
Apparently, some of the residents 
still had reservations about using 
the lounge after it was reopened. 
Alicia Aldridge, a graduate stu- 
dent on the Walters Hall staff said: 
"... standing underneath it, it 
creaked real loud and they would 
(say), 'that stuff's going to fall.' " 
"My own dad didn't want me up 
there because he wasn't sure about 
it," Aldridge said. 
She said student groups were not 
National Trio Day to be held Friday 
A National Trio Day reception 
will be held from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Friday in the Herndon Lounge of 
the Powell Building. 
Advisers will be available to ad- 
vise students about educational op- 
portunities in the Upward Bound, 
Talent Search and Student Special 
Services programs. 
These programs offer various 
educational opportunities to high 
school and college students. 
Faculty, staff and students are in- 
vited to attend. Refreshments will 
be served. 
For more information, contact 
Bob McCleese by phoning 622-1080. 
THEOPHILUS 
Come worship with us at 235 North Second St. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
I READ MARK 16=16 
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BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 Main Street 
624-BASH 
Dart Tournament entry deadline -March 1st 
BASH'S SUNDAY SPECTACULAR 
DATE SPECIAL 
Bring a date to Bash's and her meal's 
FREE* 
y<mr "Personal Invitation 
Meet me at "Bash's Sunday because: 
D you're beautiful and I want to buy you dinner 
□ I'm broke and want you to pay   • 
D your meal is free 
D I have nothing else to do 
* beverage not l»vajO>d 
******** 
allowed to hold meetings in the up- 
per level during the fall semester. 
"The lobby of Walters Hall is very 
pretty and I think that the students 
are pleased to have it restored to its 
original look," Crockett said of the 
repair. 
Middleton said the beam was 
repaired by cutting an opening in 
the side of the building and uliHlng 
in two metal plates on either side of 
the cracked beam. 
The half-inch thick plates, each 30 
feet long and 18 inches high were 
then secured to the cracked beam by 
bolts which were inserted through 
holes drilled in the damaged beam. 
This was the same process used to 
fix another beam which cracked in 
1983, Middleton said. 
The method of repair, designed by 
Tom McReynolds, a structural 
engineer from White, Walker and 
McReynolds of Lexington, was com- 
pleted by Physical Plant workers at 
an approximate cost of $2,300. The 
cost included the rental of a crane 
used to lift the steel plates into 
place. 
Middleton said the university 
sought bids from private companies 
to complete the repairs but the 
lowest   bid received   was   over 
$20,000. a price he considered too 
high. 
The cracks and metal plates were 
covered with stained plywood in 
order to match the appearance of 
the undamaged beams. 
Although no conclusions were 
reached on the cause of the cracks, 
speculation has centered on a 
mishap which occurred while the 
roof coverning was being replaced in 
1982. 
Middleton said in a 1984 inter- 
view that a drain cover was acciden- 
tally left off while the refurbishing 
was in progress and a great deal of 
accumulated rainwater poured into 
the lobby through the drain. 
The water soaked both of the 
beams that have since cracked. 
"That could have something to do 
with it. We're not sure," he said. 
However, according to Middleton, 
after examining core samples of the 
damaged beam, specialists deter- 
mined that the beams were ap- 
parently sound. 
"There's no deterioration of the 
wood or anything like that," Mid- 
dleton said. 
"It was just something that for 
some reason or another caused the 
beam to spit." 
Eddie Murillo. 18, an art major 
from El Paso, Texas, said he spent 
the majority of his funds, about $30 
each week, on food. He said his se- 
cond largest expense is art supplies. 
"For most weeks I have a budget. 
I spend about $100 each week," 
Murillo said 
"I'm probably tighter with money 
than most people. I have friends 
who probably spend $160 a week go- 
ing downtown and buying clothes," 
he said. 
David Fletcher, 21, a senior 
history major from Danville, said he 
was more conservative with his 
money. 
"Tuition is my biggest expense. 
Having added it up before, I know 
it's the biggest expense," he said. 
He estimated 46 percent of his 
yearly budget goes toward tuition, 
30 percent to gas and 26 percent to 
food. 
"I have to budget my money 
because things are tight I just don't 
spend it. Pfexa only comes during 
special occasions," he said. 
Fletcher said he gets some of his 
groceries from home, and usually 
spends only $3 to $8 each week. He 
works as a tutor at the university. 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Arm/ officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
'   Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
««hd thru March   86 
...the best of the New Midwest 
We ore pleased to announce the recent merge of the F, 5i R. Lazarus 
Company of Columbus and Shillito Rikes of Cincinnnoti. 
With projected sales volume for 1986 topping S900M. we ore notu 
the 7th largest retailer in the country and the No. 1 Headquarters 
Department Store uuithin the federated Department 
Stores divisions. 
Campus recruitment efforts ujill focus on Management careers ujith a 
strong emphasis on Customer Service. Featuring a duol career path 
structure, the executive training program combines on-the-job 
responsibilities with o structured classroom program. 
Come learn more about us. when we visit your compusl Interview 
dates and information sessions have been scheduled See your 
placement office for detailsl 
SHILLITO RIKES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••**** 
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GRAIN FED CHOICE WHOLE 
9 TO 12-LB. AVC. 
> 
Florida Indian River 40-Size 
Red or White 
Seedless        Eacn 
Grapefruit     m 
Honey * 
Tangerines For 
U.S. No. I Size A 
Genuine 
Idaho 
Potatoes 
5 Lb. Bag 
•1.29 
Country Style or Buttermilk 
apm ioct cans 
Plllsnury 
BlSCUltS      .   .  . 
PillsOury 
Cinnamon 
ROllS Can  
Kroger 
Homogenized 
Milk 
79 
crush, Hires, Tab, Sprite, Diet Coke 
Cherry Coke. Coke Classic, or 
2-Liter 
Cola ....    Btl 
Fr'to Lav Potato Chips 
Delta 7Qz 
GOlO Bag 
\ 
in Oil or Water 
Chunk Light 
Star-Kist 
Tuna 
Cram Fed Choice whole 11 To 15-lD 
Avg. Boneless ^ 
RIB suced      m 
■yes  . . f'f. LD 
Cram Fed Choice Boneless 
Sirloin 
Tip ROOJSt   . . 
$499 
Lb 
Limit 2 
us. Govt. inspected Frozen 
5 To 8-Lb. Avg. Big value 
Baking 
Hens 
60(»f* ii 
NPW Croi) 
California $pf| 4Q 
Asparagus   LD 
Sn ■ wnitt i'ir Pk'i   i f,i|. 
Monterey      %°g 
Mushrooms   e> 
w Large California Fresh Broccoli 
\ 
\ 
Bunch 
Margarjne 
fhedds 
Spread  . . . crock 
Frozen Concentrated Orange 
Vita Gold 
Juice 12? i 
**JT9 
SAVE »T IMST Vj-Callon 
56c Ctn. m 
Country Club 
ice 
Cream 
99 
Cake Mix 
Plllsnury      * 
18V0Z „ 
PIUS  ....     Box     4 
Plilsbury Hungry jack instant 
16-Oz 
Box 
(Selected varieties) 
Kroger 
vegetables 
99 
Get 16-Oz for the once of a 12 Oz 
Pkg Reg or German Sliced 
Fischers    ,  Lb 
Bologna      Free 
Cram Fed Choice 
Boneless 
S<|49 
•dj09 
Lb. 
COST-CUTTER COUPON— 
95% Fat Free 
Country Club | 
Canned Ham 
•500     5c*S" 
SMNtt N •*•*!«• KM t UOl MUMMUI Mt. V 
Green Giant Frozen Mini 
Broccoli 
16-Oz 
Pkg 
Ceen Giant Frozen 
Corn-On 
The-Cob     . . 6 Pax 
** 39 
■1 
*.S09 
Pilisbury Frozen 
Toaster 
Strudel . . 
Pilisburv Frozen 
Mlcrowavi 
Popcorn . 
1V'»-0Z 
. Pkg 
J-Bag 
•   -BOX 
3 gT I  ■* 
ox
•selected varieties) Sliced 
Natural Grain 
Kroger Sliced White or 
Buttermilk 
Sandwich 
2*m 
16-OZ. 
I DJUP<;    I 
iread 
8 oz Fish sticks or 7 oz Fish 
Each 
2J?fJ 
Loaves   I 
■1114 
Kwlck Krisp 
Sliced 
1-Lb 
Pkg A 
Wishbone Fried Chicken 
12-Piece 
Party Pale 
incudes   12 Fes  Frud CkKkti 
11t  'onto SJlid tr Colt 
Slia  11k UtM tdjas I 
Jdlis FUtdi. Forks I Hkkkiks 
Frozen 
10-01. 
Pkg. 
Totino's 
Pizza 
99 
Is 1.00 OFF LABEL) 
Dry Dog Food 
Purina 
Dog Chow 
25-Lb. 
■ag 
Cm    SAVE 
*2.00 
I  Creamer 
I Regular Discount Price 
Coupon Savings 
I Price with Coupon 
with Each <s.00 Purchase 
|p-2< Good thru sat. March 1,19B6. ( 
r* 
